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Air Strike
Averted By
Contract
By H.JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A nationwide strike by air traffic controllers
was averted today after all-night
negotiations produced a tentative contract settlement just two hours before
the threatened walkout.
The agreement was announced by
the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization and confirmed
by the Federal Ayiation Administration.
Although final details were still being ironed out, controllers around the
country reported for work as usual as
the 7 a.m. EDT strike deadline passed.
A strike would have grounded about
half the nation's commercial flights,
costing the airlines an estimated $80
million to $100 million a day and the
economy in general two to three times
that much.
Airport control towers around the
country reported normal operations
today with no major delays and
airlines told passengers who had
booked backup reservations to use
regularly scheduled flights.
There were no immediate details on
the settlement, which is subject to
ratification by the 14,800 union controllers and approval by Congress. It
was hammered out by Transportation
Secretary Drew Lewis and union
president Robert Poli in 15 hours of
bargaining Sunday and through the
night after the two sides had ignored a
midnight negotiating deadline.
The union had begun taking a strike
vote, and the government moved to
implement emergency plans that
would have used about 5,000 supervisors and non-union controllers to
direct air traffic. About 400 military
controllers also were available if
needed.
Lewis had said the government was
prepared to move quickly in the event
of a strike to seek civil damages and
possibly criminal prosecutions of individual controllers and union officials. Federal injunctions in New
York City and Chicago are in effect
prohibiting a controller walkout.
As federal employees, air controllers faced a maximum criminal
penalty of $1,000 fines and one year in
jail for striking,though that never has
been enforced. Civil penalties for
violating the federal injunctions could
range into the tens of thousands of
dollars a day.
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Counties Lost Twice As Much

Tax Ceiling May Have
Cost State $38.4 Million
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ken- decline "is expected to continue,
tucky may have lost as much as $38.4 albeit at a slower rate, because curmillion the past two years because of rent conditions in the real estate
a 1979 law that put a ceiling on market and the resultant decline in
property-tax revenue growth, accor- the rate of property value inflation."
ding to report.
' Revenue Commissioner Robert
A state Department of Revenue Allphin said the 1981 state propertyresearch official said Saturday that tax rate may be reduced to around 21
the revenue loss for Kentucky coun- cents per $100 of assessed property.
Until several years ago, the state
ties during the same period may have
been twice as much as the state's loss. rate was only l"2 cents, but the state
The annual report was released dur- also collected a 30-cent rate for couning the renewal of debate over the ties and returned the money to the
controversial House Bill 44, which set counties.
The legislature then changed the
a 4 percent ceiling on annual growth
in revenue from property taxes on existing property.
The law also also provides for a
voters' referendum on any increase
above 4 percent.
The state property tax was 311/2
cents per $100 fair-cash value in the
1978 tax year before House Bill 44 was
passed. The rate dropped to 27.9 cents
in 1979 and 24.1 cents in 1980.
As a result, the Revenue Department report said, the gross potential
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Postal
revenue loss was $11.5 million in 1979
Service, turned down twice on reand $26.9 million in 1980, or a total loss' quests to raise the price of a firstof about $38.4 million.
class stamp to 20 cents, is considering
That represents a decline of about
doing it anyway.
17.8 percent of the total revenue exThe board of governors called a
pected had House Bill 44 not been ap- special meeting for today on ways to
proved,says the report.
increase mail charges, and sources
It also says that the state tax-rate
said a major option likely to be considered was bypassing the independent Postal Rate Commission and
charging 20 cents for a letter, starting
this summer.
Bush telephoned Gov. George
That has never been done before,
Busbee on Thursday after reviewing and it could trigger lawsuits.
an FBI report and asked Busbee to
First-class mail rates increased
meet with local FBI and Justice from 15 cents to 18 cents on March 10.
Department officials for a briefing,
The Postal Service wanted 20 cents
according to the Journal.
then, which would have been the bigThe newspaper quoted an unnamed gest jump evervbut the rate commisofficial familiar with the meeting as sion turned it down and repeated that
saying Busbee told the group he would stand earlier this month when asked
support whatever decision local pro- to reconsider.
The commission is charged by law
secutors made, but added that
Williams' status — under surveillance with reviewing Postal Service probut not charged — should not continue posals and recommending its own to
the board of governors, which has
indefinitely.
After an indication that sufficient always gone along before.
cause existed to charge Williams in
To impose a new rate unilaterally,
the Cater slaying, those at the the nine-member
board would have to
meeting then discussed how Williams vote
unanimously
and show that the
Would be arrested,the Journal said.
18-cent rate approved by the commisBrown today denied that any out- sion is not enough for the agency to
break even, as Postmaster General
side pressure was involved.
Cater was the 17th victim in the William F. Bolger has repeatedly conseries of killings whose death was at- tended.
Sources said the board's other optributed to asphyxiation. He was the
ninth whose body was found in or near tion was to begin a new rate case with
a river and the seventh found nude or the commission,a step that could lead
to an increase next year to 21, 22 or 23
partially clothed.
Brown and other officials involved cents to mail a first-class letter.
Postal officials refused to speak on
with the special police task force prothe
record about the possible increase
bing the killings have said repeatedly
they do not believe all 28 slayings this summer, but several close
observers of the mail agency
were related.

law, requiring the entire 3142 cents to
be deposited in the state's general
fund.
Revenue Department, officials say
the sharp increase in potential
revenue loss — from $11.5 million to
$26.9 million — between 1979 and 1980
was the result of the higher 1980 property assessments.
The report concludes that as local
districts begin to feel the pinch, and as
the tax rate becomes even smaller as
a percent of the full value, pressures
will grow for modification of the current law."

Service Considers
Raising First-Class
Stamp To 20 Cents

PICKIN' AN'GRINNIN' — Gregory Edmonson (left), 13, Murray, won
third place in the banjo division of the Fiddlers Contest, held Saturday at the arts and crafts festival at Land Between The Lands. Edmonson was backed up by Noble Craig, Paris landing.(See related
Staff Photo By Mary Barrow
photos on Page 9.)

Man Charged In Atlanta Killing
By DAVID PACE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — A 23-year-old
black free-lance photographer charged with the murder of one of 28 young
blacks slain in Atlanta was arrested
after laboratory tests linked fibers
found on the. victim with evidence
taken from his home,sources said.
Wayne B. Williams, arrested Sunday, was questioned about the slayings and released three weeks ago. He
is the first person charged with any of
the killings of 23 juveniles and five
young adults.
Public Safety Commissioner Lee
Brown told a hastily called news conference at the Fulton County Jail on
Sunday that Williams had been charged with "one count of criminal
homicide" in the death of Nathaniel
Cater, 27, whose body was found May
24 in the Chattahoochee River.
Williams was jailed.

Brown refused to say if Williams
would be charged with any of the
other killings. "That's something
that's not to be discussed at this
time," he said, adding that the investigation would continue "full
steam ahead."
A committal hearing for Williams
was tentatively scheduled for noon
EDT today in State Court. At that
hearing, a judge will decide if probable cause existed to arrest Williams
and if evidence against Williams can
be presented to a county grand jury.
By law, Williams must be given a
hearing within 72 hours of his arrest
unless he asks.that his case be continued.
Meanwhile, The Atlanta Journal
reported today that top law enforcement officials met last Friday for
seven hours at the governor's mansion at the request of Vice President
George Bush.

Supreme Court Upholds Ruling

Nixon, Aides Must Pay Money
WASHINGTON (AP) — The wait for another day.
damage question is a similar allegaSupreme Court today upheld a ruling
The court today agreed to review tion against former Secretary of State
that will force former President Nix- just such a case posing that question. Henry Kissinger.
on and two of his top aides to pay The case was brought by government
According to Halperin's lawyer, the
money damages for illegally spying whistleblower A. Ernest Fitzgerald, basic question of liability, rather than
on American citizens.
who claims that Nixon is liable for the amount of money damages, still
Today's action sends the case back money damages because Fitzgerald remains to be determined in Kissto a federal trial court, where former was illegally fired from his civil ser- inger's case.
national security aide Morton vice position.
Abstaining from the 4-4 vote was
Halperin will try to prove that he and
Included in today's 4-4 affirmance Justice William H. Rehnquist, who
his family are entitled to a substantial
are former Attorney General John was a Justice Department lawyer at
award.
Mitchell and former Nixon chief of the time of the alleged violations.
A federal appeals court had ruled
Rehnquist 4d not note that he was
staff H.R. Haldeman. Also to be decidthat a nominal money award was ined when the case is sent back on the abstaining from the Fitzgerald case.
sufficient to make up for the constitutional violations caused by a 21month wiretap on Halperin's home
telephone.
Today's decision carries little or no
impact on future cases because it was
affirmed by an equally divided 4-4
vote.
The major resolution which had
A lengthy investigation by the
Oaks Trailer Court, was charged with
been expected in today's ruling — that Calloway County Sheriff's Depart- three counts of third-degree burglary
is, when a president can be held per- ment led to the arrest of two county
and three counts of theft by unlawful
sonally liable for money damages for men,a sheriff's spokesman said.
taking over $100,the spokesman said.
his;misconduct in office — will have to
Allen Wayne Paschall, 18, 4 Shady
The charges are related to breakins at the Max Workman residence in
inside
Brown's Grove May 31; at the James
Key residence on Kentucky 1550 May
9; and at the Joe R. Humphreys
residence on Kentucky 893 May 17 or
18,the spokesman said.
Donald Eugene Duncan,19, Route 1,
Dexter, was charged with two counts
One Section —14 Pages
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of third-degree burglary and two
3 with lows in the mid 60s. Mostly
Aces
counts of theft by unlawful taking
Classifieds
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predicted the board would opt for that
course, rather than wait until next
year.
-The way they are calling this
special meeting says to me they are
going to take their own case and say,
'Move it to 20 cents," said John Jay
Daly, head of a Washington law firm
which represents companies that use
the mail heavily.
But he added: "Be prepared for
court suits" if that happens.
Daly predicted the first-class letter
rate would be 20 cents -before Labor
Day, maybe before the end of July."
By law,the board must give at least
10 days' notice before putting any increase into effect.

Gray Resigns
From VP Job
At University
Dr. Richard Gray has resigned as
vice president for administrative services at Murray State University.
President Constantine W. Curris
said today he accepted Gray's
resignation last week "with deep
regret,- and that the vice president
will be leaving MSU in late July.
Gray could not be reached for cornCurris said he thought Gray resigned to take a job with industry. The
president said he was "sincerely impressed with the leadership and.
management" Gray has shown since
he joined the university staff.
A statement concerning Gray's
replacement possibly could be released Tuesday or Wednesday, Curris
said.

Sheriff's Investigation
Leads TO Arrests Of Two
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DAIRY DINNER — Hugh and
Imogene Palmer (top photo)
received a certificate of ay.
predation for their years spent
in the dairy industry during
Saturday night's dairy banquet.
The Palmers retired recently
from the business. D. Ellwood
Brown, master of ceremonies
at the annual dinner, presented
the certificate. Guest speaker
for the event was Karen McKinney (left photo), Calloway
County's representative for the
state dairy princess contest.
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Rainey
Alex Halley isn't the only
one to have a deep discernment for roots. I know Opal
Mrs. Marvin) Fulton felt a
strong sense of her roots last
week when her granddaughter, Leah Fulton (Mrs.
Terry) Hart was installed as
president of First Christian
Church C.W.F. Also her
daughter-in-law,
Mary
Elizabeth (Mrs. Henry)
Fulton looked on with
pleasure. All of the Fulton
women give of themselves to
their church.
Neva Gray (Mrs. James
Rudy) Allbritten acted as installing officer and her
special service was really
perfect.
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Speed eater's eraser query

By RAINEY APPERSON 4
pany were a glittering success in Memphis last week.
Several folks from Murray
drove down for the world of
dance. He only danced two
numbers, but the other performers were also super.
Baryshaikov is truly one of
the world's outstanding performing artist.
+++
Most of you may have seen
the write-up in last Friday's

Ledger and Times concerning the State F.H.A. conference. Our own Dr.
Lanette Thurman was the
key speaker, in Hardinsburg.
Lynne Loberger has the
distinction of being a State
F.H.A. officer. She is state
historian and fulfilled her
duty by conducting a training session for all chapter
historians during the con-

Ladies Fellowship Will
Hear Mrs. Hood Speak

Mrs. Val Hood, national
president of the Ladies Full
Gospel Fellowship will speak
Mikhail Barysbnikov and at the meeting of the Marthe American Ballet Corn- shall County Chapter of
Ladies Full Gospel on Tuesday, June 23 at 10:30 a.m. at
Ends Thurs.
the Gateway Steakhouse in
Draffenville.
7:10,9:00
Mrs. Hood is a resident of
CHEECH & CHONG'S
St. Louis, and pastors a
church in the St. Louis area,
1.111(
as well as holding the posiit
tion of president of Ladies
Gospel. The Marshall
Full
753-3314
Central C Ir •
group,and a recently
County
16
Thurs.
7
Thru
group in Murray,are
formed
7:15,9:15
the newest chapters in this
WM.1 II ne‘er guess who wins
Barr Ploynagds
fellowship of Christian
Anger Moor*
women. Mrs. Hood will be
FornM *women
Dom Dollars*
presenting some of the
history and goals of the
fellowship, as well as giving
some of -her own -personal
testimony.
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"Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship is an interdenominational group
that meets monthly to share
their faith in Jesus Christ
with one another. The
meetings are open to
anyone, including men and
children. For children under
school age, a nursery is provided at the Christian
Fellowship Church in
Briensburg. Anyone bringing a child to stay in the
nursery is asked to bring a
sack lunch for that child,"
Mrs. R. R. Holalnd, president,said.
Women,especially, are invited to attend these
meetings, which are intended to bring encouragement
and inspiration to those who
attend,said Mrs. Holland.

LIBRARY NOTES
From HeNt Trovema
trunk standing at the mouth
of a cave. The contents apThru Thurs. 7/ 16
peared to be a man's posses7:115, 9:30
sions which inspired the
author to search for the idenGENE HACKMAN
tity of the "cave man."
CHRISTOPHER REEVE
NED BEATTY
BOCK VOICES, edited by
J•ACKIE COOPER
Matt Damsker. St. Martin's
Press.
A collection of classic rock
songs with a commentary
describing them as the
7:15,9:35
outstanding ones for a
\il
I \.lit
generation. Many lyrics are
STOLL GIRL
included.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Stoll CASHING IN ON THE AUCT4:
C
of Paducah announce the TION BOOM, by James
birth of a baby girl, Sarah Wasenvoord. Rawson, Wade
Rosannah, weighing 11 Pub.
Chestnut St •753-3314
pounds three ounces, born on
The author, an auction
Friday, June 12, at the buff who buys almost all he
Ends Thum
Western Baptist Hospital, owns at auction, has written
For everyone
Paducah.
who shad it up
on how to bid and buy at fine
to here
Grandparents are Mr. and art, antiques and country
TAKE THIS
Mrs. Cornelius Stoll of Tuc- acutions, and includes
FrIT; JOB AND
son, Arizona, and Mr. and several government agenSHOVE IT
Mrs. Hal Smith of.Kirksey. A cies' auctions.
5.00•carload Toes
great grandmother is Mrs. ORIENTAL
RUG
H'way 121 5 0753-3314
Gracie Smith of ICirksey.
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Farrah Fawcett
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Includes many colored
drawing of how-to's.
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include the following:
THE MAN FROM THE
CAVE, By Colin Fletcher.
Knopf.
In 1968 while backpacking
in an isolated part of the
Nevada desert, Fletcher
came uporT an old wooden
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ference.
Murray High School hasn't
had a state officer since
Selwyn Schultz, so congratulations, Lynn. She will
be a delegate to the National
F.H.A. Conference to be held
July 10-17 in San Premise°,
Cal.
+++
A couple of world
travelers, Lois and Don
Keller, dropped us a eard
this week on a short stop in
Nova Scotia. Lois described
the country as lovely
unspoiled country-side, and
the people as very proud of
their heritage. They are enjoying eating the fresh
scallops, mackerel and
lobster.
+++
June is certainly the
month for brides. I've been
busy going to weddings in
Paducah, Mayfield and Mur-

ray. Some of you may know
Bill Hale, president of the
Exchange Bank in Mayfield,
and one of this area's confirmed bachelors. He and a
charming girl, Annie Warfield, were married last
week at the home of Bill's
mother,Sally,(Mrs. William
Lindsay) Hale. Best wishes
go out to them.
+++
Dr. Libby Walthall was in
Murray Sunday to speak at
Dr. Bob Farless and the Rev.
David Robinson's Service of
Recognition. Dr. Walthall,
director of Kentucky Commission of United Ministries
in Higher Education, said
more in the shortest time.
She only talked about twelve
minutes, and we were all
hanging on her every word.
She serves as an example to
long winded speakers. It was
a delightful occasion.

De tt,
By Abigail Van Buren

Adulterer Gets Out
Of Bed and onto Wagon

(Formerly Lemon Tree)

Natural Dairy Products
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Bulk Foods
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Frozow Foods Novo No Additivoo

*Mountain Valley Water
'Vito-Mix 'Juicers •Sprouters
*Grain Mills •Hatachi Massagers
Now Owner Reheats News
Mea.-Sot 10-5
Dixlolood Center 753-3401 Merrily,Ky.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
come from a long line of
fast eaters with the usual
digestive probkms, so it is
no surprise that I am bothered with indigestion and
gas problems, too. I suspect
air swallowing is one of the
reasons as you have suggested in your column. Having
been one of 14 children may
have something to do with
eating fast.
Your tip to keep a small
eraser between the teeth to
keep from swallowing air
leaves much to be desired.
I've found it difficult to
enjoy any kind of food while
trying to keep the eraser
between my teeth. Should I
be concerned about the two
erasers I have swallowed?
Just kidding, doe. But
what are you -trying to tell
us? Should we try to pretend
we have the eraser between
our teeth when we swallow,
which means positioning the
lips and throat muscles in a
different way?
DEAR READER — Evidently you mean business
when you eat. I hope the
silverware is still intact. No,
the point is that many people unconsciously swalo
air between meals — not
just when they are eating.
The trick is to hold an eraser between the teeth when
not eating. It makes one
conscious of the air-swallowing habit, because it's
more difficult to swallow.
Air swallowing is inevitable to some extent. Those
who have a lot of trouble
with this can get some help

by using a straw for beverages. If you have dentures,
it's also important that they
fit
be produced from
fermentation of undigested
foods,
explained in The
Health Letter number 6-8,
Controlling Gaseousness,
which I am sending you.
Others who want this ispie
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
The discomfort many people have from gas is related
to associated colon spasms.
The trapped gas creates distention and pain.
There are some wellknown gas-forming foods
and by trial and error you
may identify others that you
may need to omit to control
this problem. Carbohydrates, including milk, are
usually the main offenders
as you get older. Some
spices, including garlic, can
also be a factor.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
had my blood pressure taken at our local blood pressure station. It was 100 over
60 in my left arm and over
70 in my right arm. The

nurse said I might get dizzy
or have trouble seeing properly or tire easily. I don't
get dizzy but I have trouble
seeing to read sometimes.
And I do tire easily.
Is there anything I can do
to keep from getting tired? I
have a large home and yard
and have to do all the-work
myself. I'm 67 years old.
Every time I go to the blood
pressure station my pressure hasn't gone up any.
DEAR READER — My
advice to you would be to
stay away from the blood
pressure station. I approve
of them for screening purposes but in your case it
isn't necessary.
The nurse did you a disfavor by suggesting symptoms
that you do not have. Many
people with low normal
blood pressure have no
symptoms and live longer
than those with higher pressure. You would do better.to
see an eye doctor for a
checkup rather than the
nurse at the blood pressure
station.
If you do that much work,
you may have a reason to be
tired. If you are unreasonably tired, have a general
medical checkup to be sure
you have no serious medical
problems.

properly.
A'arPcean
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DEAR ABBY: Your reply to the bed-hopping wife, WEAK
HOSPITALPATIENT
IN ILLINOIS, missed the mark. She said, "I've gone from
one adulterous affair to another until now I can't even count Jimmy Pritchett of Dexter
them. I'm not oversexed; in fact, I'm jut the opposite. I get has been dismissed from
nothing out of these affairs, and can't for the life of me Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.
understand why I deliberately get myself into such
mieerable situations that offer no sexual fulfillment,
knowing if I'm caught I'll lose my husband and children.
Can't something on the order of Alcoholics Anonymous be
organized for compulsive aduLterers?"
You replied, "I can't imagine a compulsive adulterer
phoning another compulsive adulterer and being talked out
of it."
Abby, I am a recovering compulsive adulterer who tried
two psychiatrists,one psychoanalyst,three group therapies,
various religious approaches and finally exorcism! Understanding what motivated me did not give me the power to
control my actions. I lost my wife and children, and I was
about to lose my second family when I found a program
based on the principles of Alcoholics Anonymous to help
compulsive ':lusters" control their lust in the same way
compulsive alcoholics control their drinking.
Itejs "Sexakolics Anonymous," a fellowship of men and
women who share their experiences and help each other
conquer their common problem.
I am now free from the obsession of sex,and have not had
sex with either myself or anyone other than my wife for the
last five years. That is a miracle for which I thank God and
Sexaholics Anonymous.
In 1979 we received authorization from Alcoholics
Anonymous to adopt its 12 steps, but there is no organizational affiliation between S.A. and A.A. There are no dues
or fees. Like A.A., S.A. is entirely self-supporting and
accepts no outside contributions. The only requirement for
membership is a sincere desire to stop lusting and help other
sexaholics to achieve sexual sobriety.
SET FREE IN L.A.

The Traveler. Inc.. 0701 WHehlre Si., Suite 710, Ilirvorly HIS., CA 110212
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DEAR FREE: Until I received your letter, I had
never heard of "Sexaholics Anonymous," and after
checking it out, I am convinced that yours is a
serious, legitimate program. If there are others out
there whose lives have become unmanageable
because of compulsive lusting,information about this
newly formed organization can be obtained by
writing to: P.O. Box 300, Simi Valley, Calif. 93062.
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* * *

DEAR ABBY: My son is a newspaper carrier. He just
came home terribly disappointed after attempting to collect
his paper route bills. Apparently many people do not realize
that newspaper carriers are in business for themselves.
They must pay for the newspapers out of their own pockets,
and collect the money in order to stay even. If the carrier
fails to collect from the customer, the carrier is out of luck!
My son's enthusiasm for his paper route has dropped to
the point where he is thinking of quitting. I would hate to
see that happen, Abby, because his paper route was his first
step toward financial independence and maturity.
Abby, please say something in your column about the
importance of paying the newsboy. You wouldn't belieye the
number of people who move away without paying. Also,
there are those who keep asking the carrier to "come back
another time." Some of those poor kids have had to go back
four or five times to get their money and they take a lot of
verbal abuse to boot.
SACRAMENTO DAD
DEAR DAD: Here's your letter, and I hope it helps.
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DINNERS
INCLUDE:

BAKED POTATO
or FRIES

ISO

PEPS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

CONFIDENTIAL TO ANN DOE WHOSE ENVELOPE BORE A MONROE, VA., POSTMARK: Please
let me know how I can get in touch with you. I want to
help you, but I need your address.
•• •

"Honey Tree"

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby: 2060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5000, Hawthorne, Calif.90250. For a personal reply,
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

&STOCKADE
TOAST

No Carry Out
Orders With
These Special
Offers

at

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel-Air Shopping Center

1

Nurses To
Hold Meet

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT
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. ** It
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.
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REG $1200
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BRILLIANT HAND SET DIAMONDS VALUE PRICED'
; rH3CI •-)F YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD

District 17, Unit I of the

Licensed Practical Nurses
Association will have the
third inservice of its DrugAlcohol Workshop tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m. in the
classroom on the third floor
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Dr. Charles Clark will be
the guest speaker.
A charge of 015 for the entire workshop is made for
non-members. This program
Is CEU approved.
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THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.
MURRAY, KY.

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS
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Perkins-Clopton Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Perkins of Glencoe announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Margaret Ann, to
Dr. Christopher Dale Clopton of Memphis, Tenn., son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Clopton of Murray.
Grandparents of Miss
Perkins were the late Mr.
and Mrs. Brish Perkins of
Covington and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Vanarasdal
of Owenton.
Miss Perkins is a fourth
year student at the University of Kentucky School of
Nursing and has applied to
transfer to a Memphis schoolto complete the requirements for the Bachelor
of Science degree. At the
University of Kentucky she
was a member of the
women's track team on
scholarship.
Dr. Clopton is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Will Gatlin Clopton and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
Morris Crass, all of Murray.
He is a graduate of Murray
State University where his
activities included Pre-Med
Club and Student Government. His social fraternity
was Sigma Chi.
He received the Doctor of
Medicine degree from the
Lexington, with the
University of Kentucky on Church,
Randolph
White,
Rev.
May 17, and will begin a
retired, a family friend, ofthree year residency in internal medicine at Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Term., on July 1. His
medical fraternity is Kappa
Psi Chapter of Phi Delta EpNASHVILLE, Term.
silon.
Paul Timothy Clayton, a
A family wedding is plann- music major from Murray,
ed for Saturday, June 27, at was awarded the bachelor of
the Arlington Christian arts degree from David
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Monday,June 22
District 17 Unit I of the
LPN Association will have
the third inservice of Drug
Alcohol Workshop at 7 p.m.
in the classroom of third
floor of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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You are invited to a reception in honor of
Neal Holland Kentuck Artist on Thursda ,
June 25th. Neal will be here from 11:00 a.m.
until 5:30 p.m. We will have his latest print,
He Loves Me"on sale, and the artist will have
of his original paintings on display. Neal
w;11 personalize any print that you already
have or any that you purchase.

=..414

AT THE LOS,t
DIET
CENTER®

While you are here register for Neal's print,
"He Loves Me,"to be given away framed. The
drawing will be that day at 5:30 p.m.

Blackford House
Gallery
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Ronnie Billington, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Billhigton,Steve Porter,son
of William and Margaret Porter, and
Mike Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Alexander, received the
Eagle Rank, highest award in
scouting,at the Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 77 at the First Christian Church.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Wilma Shoemaker, Mrs. Jessie
Gatlin, Mrs. Bernice Turner, and
Samuel David Henderson,69, the latter from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident.
A special feature story, written by
Lucille Potts, on the Old lion bridge
each of Coldwater is published today.
Births reported include a girl to
Pvt. and Mrs. Charles W. Oliver on
June 17, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Elbert Burcham III on June 15, and a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Ronnie Newberry
on June 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H.Tabers,Sr.,
were honored at a surprise party in
celebration of their silver wedding anniversary on June 15 at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H.Tabers,Jr.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Chapter of National Secretaries
Assocition were Patsy Dyer, Anita
Thomas, Helen Spann, Anna Ruth
Harris,and Neva Allbritten.

Business Wirror

Occupying The Mind
By JOHN CUNNIF'F
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)— In meeting the
bilLsand schooling the kids, and fixing
the house and otherwise seeking to
tame an often hostile world, there is
plenty to occupy the mind.
If not, dwell on these thoughts:
—The trouble with many companies,says Jay Hall,is the boss. Hall
goes further: Bosses, as well as inflation or lack of capital or some other
reason, can be a cause of international declines in productivity.
Hall, president of Telometrics International, a personnel testing and
training firm based in The
Woodlands, Texas,declares that competence may be our most wasted
resource. It need not be so, he says.
In "The Competence Process," a
book he published himself, Hall
declares there is "a vast reserve of
talent and desire to perform on the
part of workers that most organizations have yet to tap."
People, he says, have the capacity
to do good work: Moreover, they have
a need to do good work. He believes
people, "as individuals, and in
groups, are competent." Competent,
but often frustrated.
Competence, he feels, cannizt.,
be fully expressed unless those who
manage provide a supportive environment,"a context for competence," by
encouraging worker participation,
'Commitment and creativity.
Think about it the next time you
hear the boss complain that "nobody
wants to put in a good day's work
" anymore."
Maybe, Hall suggests, the boss

Agree Or Not

should use his head; he insists the effort can be productive. The book is
available from Telometrics, Box 7437,
The Woodlands,TX 77380.
—In May, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics announced, the jobless rate
rose to 7.6 percent from 7.3 percent in
April. Who are these people without
work?
Janet L. Norwood, Bureau of Labor
Statistics commissioner, posed the
question and then gave this data to the
Joint Economic Committee of Congress:
In May, 43 percent of the
unemployed were adult men, 35 percent adult women, and the remaining
22 percent were teen-agers.
Half the unemployed in May had
lost their most recent job. Of these,
about one-third were on layoff expecting to be recalled, and the other twothirds had been permanently
separated from their former
employer.
Twelve percent of the jobless had
voluntarily left their most recent job.
And 38 percent of the total resulted
from persons newly entering or reentering the labor force.
Nearly 15 percent of the jobless in
May had been without work for more
than 26 weeks, and another 13 percent
for 15 to 26 weeks. But 40 percent of
the total was without work for fewer
than five weeks.
There is considerable turnover: In
any month, about half the
unemployed are new to the situation.
In the following month, a quarter of
them will have found jobs, and almost
as many will have left the labor force:
to attend school, become
homemakers,or retire.

By S.C. Van Curon

1962 Challenge
FRANKFORT — The court
challenge of the eligibility of twoelected legislators brings to mind a
challenge of a different nature in 1962.
The 1962 challenge was against
state Senator Tom Raney of Pikeville
who,elected in 1959, was sworn in as a
deputy sheriff of Pike County after the
1960 legislative session, about the
middle of his elected term.
State Senator Helen Garrett of
Paducah and Representative Allene
Craddack of Elizabethtown had their
elections challenged recently because
they were serving on appointive
boards contrary to legislation passed
in 1936.
Mrs. Garrett resigned her commission post two days before the primary
and Mrs. Craddack said she became a
candidate before being appointed to
the board and never attended a
meeting.
Circuit judges in both cases sided
with the candidates.
The challenges were brought after
the Kentucky Supreme Court had ruled that John Celletti of Louisville was
an ineligible candidate in the
Democratic primary because he was
a member of the Kentucky Real
Estate Commission.
In the Raney case, then state
Treasurer Thelma Stovall refused to
issue Raney his pay and expense
checks as a state legislator, citing
Kentucky law that says an officeholder resigns his office once he
takes the oath of another office.
In those days, legislators did not
receive any pay between 'sessions,
and Raney, a field officer for the
United Mine Workers of America,
signed on as a deputy sheriff in Pike
County for a paying job.
Mrs. Stovall was a strong supporter
of the A.B. Chandler faction of the
Democratic Party that had been
beaten by Gov. Bert T. Combs, supported by the Clements-Wetherby faction of the party.
Of course, Raney filed suit.
It went through Franklin Circuit
Court where the decision was that
Raney had vacated his seat under the
constitution when he took the oath as a

[MARTINE
Heartline is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a long, self-addressed and
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have a consumer
problem with a purchase I made in
another state, and has been an ongoing battle for about 4 months. Could
you tell me what the next step is when
you have come to the end of your patience with trying to deal directly with
the company? K.L.
ANSWER: If you are not satisfied
with a coMpany's response to your
complaint, a good place to go first
with an inquiry or a complaint is to
yOur local consumer office if there is

ashington Today

deputy sheriff.
It then went to the Kentucky Court
of Appeals,the state's highest court at
that time.
The appeals court decision was that
the legislature is the sole judge of the
qualifications and election of its
By BARRY SCHWEID
members. Naturally, the Senate
Associated
Press Writer
decided for Raney and he served the
additional two years of his term.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The ByzanAt that time, this column argued
that Raney's election and qualifica- tine diplomatic game in the Middle
tion wasn't the question before the East is played with a mind-boggling
court, but that the question was did he mixture of "codewords" and "buzztake the oath of office as a deputy words" that signal momentous
sheriff. The records in Pike County change to the nations of the troubled
showed that he did. Of course, the region but are simply words to the
court was the final authority, but it rest of the world.
President Reagan plays the game,
was a good news story at the time.
As to the present decisions, the 1936 sometimes innocently and sometimes
statute was passed during the depres- to signal a policy shift, as did former
sion years when the prevailing idea President Carter and other
was to spread jobs around, not let one predecessors in the White House.
The overall impression Reagan and
person hold two.
In later years, though, the others in his administration are givlegislature has seen the wisdom, ing is sympathy for Israel. Carter, on
especially since the interim the other hand, implied considerable
legislative committee system was understanding for the Palestinians.
The message is conveyed through
adopted, of having legislators on certain state commissions and boards so words and tone, and even an occaas to keep the legislature abreast of sional blooper.
Officials in both administrations
happenings between legislative sessions by reporting in committee would bite their tongues before saying
the United States was building new
meetings.
The problem is that whoever "bases" near the Persian Gulf. The
drafted the law putting legislators on appropriate word is "facilities."
That's because bases evoke
boards and commissions failed to
know about the 1936 requirement and memories of imperial powers
put a repealer clause in the new anathema among people imbued with
nationalism. Better to be borrowing
legislation.
Apparently the compilers overlook- facilities for ships and planes than to
be taken for a colonial power — even
ed this technicality.
The judges didn't say so, but they though the result, acquiring a
must have reasoned that the intent of military foothold,is the same.
The euphemism lives on in the
the legislature'was to repeal the 1936
law when the new requirement pass- Reagan administration.
Then there is the hair-splitting legal
ed.
This is not the first mistake made in seminar over "self-defense."
It is set off every time Israel moves
legislation, and it won't be the last.
into Lebanon against ..ealestinian
bases. It is being conducted now over
MiTiray Ledger & Times the destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor with American-built jet bombers.
(U5PS3011-7001
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one in your area. If there is no consumer office where you live, contact a
state consumer office. Some state offices will be a part of the governor's
office, some will be a part of the at-torney general's office, or both.
If you have a consumer problem
with a business transaction occuring
in a state other than wtere you reside,
you should contact the state where
you conducted your business, if possible.
In "Headline's Almanac for Older
Americans", you will find much information about how to handle a consumer complaint, from how to complain effectively, writing a letter of
complaint and, finally, contacting an
outside source for assistance. You will
also find in the Almanac a listing of
state and local consumer protection
offices in your area. You may also
look in your phone book under your city, county or state government

`Codewords'
Reagan said with evident sympathy.
In any event, the semantic exercise
will continue.
Even an innocent remark can seem
pregnant with meaning to the nervous
and sensitive Middle East.
Case in point: Reagan's reference
at his news conference Tuesday to the
Soviet-built, Syrian missiles in
Lebanon which Israel wants dismantled as "unquestionably offensive."
Even though White House aides said
later that "he meant to say defensive,
of course," the president's sympathy
for Israel seemed to be shining
through.

Letter To The Editor

,

20 Years Ago
listings.
To purchase a copy of Heartline's
Almanac for Older Americans, send
89.95 to Headline's Almanac,114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: Since Medicare
coverage is a skilled nursing facility
is questionable, would you recommend a nursing borne policy from a
private insurance company? R.W.
ANSWER: Most nursing home
policies will not cover you unless
Medicare is also covering you. So,
therefore, when your Medicare is cut
off, your protection under those
policies is cut off. Likewise, if you do
not qualify for Medicare coverage in a
skilled nursing facility from the
beginning, then most of the nursing
home policies are worthless from the
beginning. Many senior citizens are
paying a lot of money for these
policies that have no value at all, except in rare cases. Make sure, if you
do consider purchasing private insurance for nursing home protection,
that they will cover you whether
Medicare is covering von or not.

Kentucky and Tennessee and
federal officials were reported today
to be considering the possibility of
creating a new national park in the
"Between the Rivers" section in the
western parts of the two states.
Murray State College has enrolled
1,586 students for the eight weeks'
summer session, according to Dr.
Donald S. Hunter,registrar.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertha Allbritten.
W. H. Brooks, Leroy Eldridge, and
A. G. Sims were elected as new officers of the Calloway County
Agricultural Council at the meeting
held at the College High School lunch
MOM.

Dr. Leslie R. Putnam of Murray has
had an article, "Church Music Today," published in the June 19th issue
of,Christianity Today.
showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Fiercest Heart" starring Stuart
Whitman and Juliet Prowse.

30 Years Ago

Word has been received by Senator
George E. Overbey of Murray who
had just left a conference with Kentucky Highway Commissioner Bill
Curlin that a United States federal
highway had been designated for
Calloway County. The highway, running from Evansville, Ind., to Memphis, Tenn., will be known as U. S.
Highway 641. It will come over Kentucky Dam and enter Calloway County at Dexter going through Murray
and Hazel to Paris, Tenn., following
Kentucky Highway 95.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Rebecca Howard,87.
W. Z. Carta, Murray, governor of
Kentucky District 43-K, Lions Club,
and Mrs. Carter will leave tomorrow
to attend the Lions International Convention at Atlantic City, N.J.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe Feagin, June 15, a
On to Mr. and Mrs. Hathaway Bucy,
June 15, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thurston Furches, June 16, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles McDaniel,
June 16.
Walter Jones, Jr., Frank Miller,
Ronnie Wheeler, and Edward
Ferguson are on the staff of Camp
Pakentuck, Boy Scout Camp, at
Solomon says in Proverbs. Some really train a dog, but do they spend time -Ozark,Ill.
training their children? May God help
parents to do this! Remember,
Parents, nothing can take the place of
home training, although the church
and schools do much.
Do you realize that tv can help to
By The Associated Press
ruin your child? Be aware of the fifth
Today is Monday,June 22, the 173rd
that your child is seeing and hearing, day of 1981. There are 192 days left in
and guide him in seeing and hearing the year.
things he should to make him a better
Today's highlight in history;
citizen, and shun the things which
On June 72, 1941, Germany invaded
would turn him to drinking, smoking the Soviet Union during World War II.
or pornographic things. Yes, anything
On this date:
which would turn him away from God,
In 1773, Dominican friars establishdecency,and things honorable for him ed the first settlement in what is now
to follow. It is not just "hearsay" that California.
children do many things they see on
In 1815, Napolean Bonaparte was
tv. Guard them in their viewing, and forced to abdicate for the second time.
let there be other entertainment, and
In 1937, Joe Louis became the world
things which are uplifting. Paul warn- heavyweight boxing champ by knocked us in God's Word I Cor. 15:33... ." ing out Jim Braddock in a match in
Be not deceived; evil communications Chicago.
corrupt good manners. When drinkAnd in 1940, France and Germany
ing, divorce, adultry, and so many signed a World War II.
things are shown as the way of life we
Ten years ago: Britain and the six
should accept,it could be very bad in- nations of the European Common
fluence for our youth and children, Market agreed on terms for Britain
too. May God bless our fathers and admission to the organization.
mothers as they are being honored
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
their special days and every day with announced it was withdrawing some
desires to be good, acceptable ex- military units from Afghanistan while
amples for their children to follow. President Carter and leaders of six
Remember they are watching "what other western nations opened a twoyou do" much more than "what you day summit in Venice,Italy.
say." May you never have to regret,
Today's Birthday: Film director
parents, your examples you ail set- Billy Wilder is 75. Producer-director
ting for your family... live with eter- Joseph Papp is 60. Fashion designer
nity values in view, not just for today
Bill Blass is 59.
and your pleasures.
Thought for today: The Greater the
difficulty, the greater the glory. —
Sincerely
Lorene Clayton, Cicero, Roman scholar (106 B.C. -43
De Soto,.M.
B.C.).

6 GIRAIF1Frrr
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No Place Like Home

Dear Editor:
Since we have Mother's and
Father's Days in May and June, my
mind goes out to the homes of our nation. I like the statement by R. F.
Hamilton..."Home,the spot of earth
supremely blest, a dearer, sweeter
spot than all the rest, where the spirit
of Christian love reigns supreme in
the heart of every member of the
family." Is it the sweetest place for
some today? Surely it is not like it was
with the togetherness at the Christian
level with love ruling, yet proper
discipline of the children, and love for
each other. The breakdown in our
homes of America with divorce so
prevalent, doesn't make for Christ as
the center of the thinking and actions
of the whole family. Nor does it help in
teaching the child to honor God, home
and country, because example means
more than just saying "Do this."
Could it be that the break-down in our
homes came because parents got
their eyes upon things - beautiful
houses, lands and many other good
things and failed to show love and concern toward the children? If the home
fails, the child does not have the
strength of resolution needed for
himself and his country. As another
said, "We know that if the, home
responsiblity is neglected, the nation
eventually crumbles."
Children need advice and help in
making their choices, and parents
whose lives they can follow as a pattern. May God save our homes, we
pray.
Good home training is a must.. . "Train up a child in the way he should
go, and he will not depart from its'
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SWAT 6PM watzmIDNIGHP6HOURSONIX!
HUTCH & BUFFET
Famous Tell City Colonial
Style Rock Maple
REG. $799.95

PARIS, TENN.

$449

AMAZING

* Extra Sales Staff
* Extra Delivery Help
* Extra Office Staff
--all will be here to

FIGURINES
$281E11

Ceramic
Assorted Sizes
Subiects
VALUES TO $1499

SENSATIONAL!

KING SIZE BEDDING
312 Coil Quilted
One Set Only LIST $449.95 NOW

SETTING ASIDE SIX SENSATIONAL HOURS TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 1981 ONLY! TO OFFER
THIS QUARTER MILLION DOLLAR SELECTION AT REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS. IF YOU
PLAN TO BUY FURNITURE IN THE EIGHTIES, BUY NOW AND SAVE!

"PLAN TO BROWSE FOR HOURS--IT'S BIG!"

UP TO
12'

Plan now to join hundreds of value wise area
homemakers as we set aside these few hours
only to offer every item in this store at important reductions.

MORGAN FURNITURE
503 E. WASHINGTON

INCREDIBLE!

assist you at this sale.
Bring your truck - we will
load your purchases.

"CREDIT TERMS? — OF COURSE"

."AN HISTORIC STOREWIDE EVENT!

CREDIT TERMS?
--OF COURSE!

CERTIFIED REDUCTIONS
ITC;

REMARKABLE!

DRESSER & MIRROR
Dixie White Prov
Odd — One Only
REG. $369.95, Now

Add to your present
account! New accounts
welcome! Hurry!

70% OFF!

$199,e,

$149

"DON'T BE THE ONE TO MISS IT!"

FANTASTIC!

LA-Z-BOY RECLINER
It rocks - it reclines - its a
La-Z-Boy — Nylon velvet 1 only. REG. $399.95—
NOW

OUTSTANDING

REG $139 95 TWIN 8 FULL
SIZE INNERSPRING

ASTONISHING!
HAND PAINTED CERAMIC

100

MATTRESS &

FIGURINES

77

FOUNDATIONS
$5Q00
• se

$10°

STORE CLOSED - - TO MARK DOWN EVERY ITEM IN EVERY

BASSETT

TABLE LAMPS

PINE DESK

$9 TO

ONLY 200 TO GO

7 SETS ONLY —
DON'T MISS THIS!

INCREDIBLE!

REG $5 00 VALUE
ASSORTED SUBJECTS

CAPTAIN BED
W Bunkiel Storage
One Only — REG $329
SHOP EARLY

$219

$19

SALT BOX PINE
REGULAR $499

ODDS a ENDS
5ACRIFICED

SORRY- -

SAVE ON ALL DESKS!

REG $39 95 TO $59 95

"FAIRFIELD"

SUPER SAVER!

NO ONE CAN BE ADMITTED EARLY. PLAN TO
BROWSE FOR HOURS AND SAVE ON EVERY
ITEM IN OUR LARGE SELECTION!

SPITOONS

DOOR BUSTER

PILLOWBACK SOFA

$299

Ideal
For
YOU
Or
For
Gift!

Velvet Outline- REG. $699.95
SAVE ON ENTIRE STOCK OF
QUALITY LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
REG $269.95 6-PLACE

TUESDAY 6 P.M. DOOR BUSTER!

SAVE ON ALL
GUN CABINETS
TUESDAY 6 P.M.

ROCKERS
$45oo
K.D.
Classic design.
Cane seat ft back.
Easy to assemble.
18 TO SELL. HURRY!

I

MANY ITEMS ARE--ONE OF A KIND OR LIMITED
QUANTITY—ALL TAGGED FOR EASY SELECTION!

139

FINE CHAIRS

$99

TO $

TABLES
06
$1 50E0

DESK, CHAIR

149

COMP 569 95
6 FT BENTWOOD

HAT & COAT

AND

RACKS
$ 5oE.
o

LIGHTED HUTCH

$299
White w gold trim

close out croup

20 TO SELL
D easy to to assemble Please one
per customer
K

SHOP EARLY TUESDAY
AT 6 P.M.

UNBELIEVABLE

JAMISON QUEEN SLEEPERS
Herculon - Choice of
colors
TWO ONLY REG $449.95

HURRY!
!

REG. $1,000 5-PC. BASSETT

BEDROOM SUITE

$299

$499

REG. $1,195 8-PC. BASSETT

DINING RM.SUITE

By Broyhill Fairfield and others Including
velvets

SAVE BIG TUESDA Y 6 P.M.
ENTIRE STOCK FINE CHAIRS 8
RECLINERS SALE PRICED'!

REG $560 00
DIXIE

24 TO GO-

REG. $299 TO $349.95
ONE GROUP

COMP.$119.95 BRASS PLATE

COMP. AT $49.95
GENUINE BRASS

With 15" Round Real Marble
Top. 2 Per Adult Customer.

MAPLE GUN CABINET

166

DISCONTINUED

DEPARTMENT FOR THIS HISTORICAL
EVENT! BE HERE WHEN THE DOORS OPEN!

8" GENUINE BRASS

$

Big savings on our entire magnificent inven
tory of high quality bedroom furniture!

$599

QUEEN BEDDING SET
312 coil — guilt top

Trestle table, 6 chairs, lighted china —
entire stock dining suites reduced!!
oak

one only

RETAIL $299

$149
•ti

CUSPIDORS
Genuine Brass
Ideal for planter or
the real thing
24 TO GO.
REG $39.95

[

MUCH MORE!

01.099-fS

. . .IF WE USED

PULASKI GOLD FINI

LARGE CURIO
With gloss shol
light
ONE ONLY'
REG S499 QS

DOMBUS
TERI
COMPARE T

... AND MUCH,

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

$249

EVERY PAGE IN
THIS PAPER WE
PROBABLY
COULDN'T LIST
ALL THE ITEMS
THAT ARE
EDUCED TO SELL'!

HURRY!

7-Pc.
Su rES

HEAVY
Pie.a& 00t85TRUCTIOS
tPUOINT.TY LIMIT
•NYLON VELVET

51411444
/i405PIA nool.
STOCK L/Alfrdra

•SoFA •CHM&
*ROCKER•orizynow
2IfiVD TIMIS
• pgyery crrroopeolkv

A TOTAL SALE
OF IMPORTANT
NAME BRANDS!
Williams
• Dixie & Sealy
• Bassett
• La-Z-Boy
• Broyhill
• Jamison
• Riverside
• Leathercraft
• Tell City
• Fairfield

• Up to 36 months financing
•60 days same as cash with no
interest!!
•90 day free lay-away w/no
interest or storage charge
Choose your own way to pay! We'll work with
you any way possible' I
Add onto your old account!
New accounts welcome!
All prices F.O.B. store.. Bring your trucks when
possible & avoid reasonable delivery charge.

BRING YOUR TRUCKS WHEN POSSIBLE I

cSectstave
rmPORTEr)

BRAM
AT LE55 THAN

-(ND MANY
MORE!!

'
PtISICE!

We guarantee adv. specials plus hundreds more to be here when the doors open!

CREDIT TERMS!

DUE TO THE LOW PRICES 8
THE NATURE OF THIS SALE,
ALL PRICES F.O.B. STORE!

ili
ti0
116
/11
111
FURN ITUFICCa
603E.WASHINGTON•PARIS,TFN N.
REDUCTIONS OF 20%,25%,50%, YES, EVEN UP TO 70% OFF!

TUESDAY ONLY! 6 P.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

'CLOSE-OUT SEALY
"DISCONTINUED"

BEDDING!
$149
$119

REG. $299.95 Full si,Kf
set, lot

REG. $249.95, Twin size
sets, 3 at
SAVE ON ALL SEALY BEDDING
INCLUDING FAMOUS SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC SET BEDDING FLOOR
SAMPLES — TUES., 6 P.M.
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Machine Follows Machine
As Winner Of U.S. Open
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Nicklaus Not Winner, But His Clubmaker Is
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ARDMOFtE, Pa. (AP) When Jack Nicklaus couldn't
win the U.S. Open Golf
Championship, he let his little old clubmaker do it.
And David Graham, a
smallish Aussie of 35, did it
in a Nicklausian or - if you
wish - a Hoganesque
fashion.
A veritable machine, rarely speaking, never looking to
the left or right of him,
almost flawless in swing and
purpose, the intent
Australian hit 17 fairways
and 18 greens in regulation
for a final score of 67 for a 72hole total of 273, missing by
only one shot the Open
record set by his golfing idol,
Nicklaus, a year ago at
Baltusrol.
It was a stirring, fabulous
performance, watched by
thousands at the classical

Merlon course and millions
on television.
When he had sunk the final
putt and done the usual
honors at the coronation
ceremonies and post-match
news conference, Graham,
in an Australian twang, yelled: "Champagne for the
house." Corks popped on 25
cases of Great Western bubbly, and newsmen forgot
about the airline controllers
strike and flew home under
their own high.
It was a throwback to the
heady days of the late Champagne Tony Lerna in the
1960s. As they say, nobody
will remember who finished
second - George Burns III,
who left the premises with a
slap at the USGA hierarchy
on his lips, and Bill Rogers,
one of the cloned professional tourists, tied at 276.
Poor Jack. His putter was
just another slab of cold

steel, and he dropped to a tie
for sixth at 280.
Graham is a fitting champion,a throwback actually of
the old school. He had old
Tom Morris written all over
him. Born in Weston, a
suburb of Melbourne, he quit
school in his youth, worked
four years as an assistant
professional and three years
with a golf club manufacturer before deciding to
become a tournament
player.
Graham won $55,000 for
his prize.
In stature and in
characteristic, Graham is a
carbon copy of Ben Hogan,
the grim Texan who came
from a near fatal automobile
accident to win the second of
his four Opens over this
same Merion course in 1950.
He is about Hogan's size -5foot-10 and 162 pounds with a pleasant face and a
receding hair line.

Like Hogan, he admits he
is a man without emotion as
he trods the golf course. "I
never got excited, not nervous, never was out of control," he said. "It's the first
time in a tournament I didn't
bite my fingernails."
He likes to be compared
with his hero and close
friend, Nicklaus- a thinker
instead of a swinger, a
management golfer. That's
the way he played and won
the Open.
Winner of six tour events,
including the PGA, plus
numerous international
titles, Graham has moved
his wife and two young sons
to Dallas and taken permanent residence in this country.
"American golf has been
good to me," he said. "I intend to continue to live and
play in this country as long
as I can."

Graham Hits 18 Fairways, Misses Record By 1
By D.BYRON YAKE
AP Sports Editor
ARDMOFtE, PA. (AP) David Graham marched to
the U.S. Open Championship
title with poise, precision
and perfection.
He needed nothing fancy,
no miracle putts, no fancy
bunker shots. He reached 18
greens at the Merion Golf
Club in regulation. He threeputted only once, and he was
in the fairway 17 times.
The first Austrialian ever
to win the Open, the first
foreign winner since Tony
Jacklin of England won in
1970, Graham shot a final
round 67, 3 under par. For
the tournament he was 68-6870-67-273.
He moved from three
strokes behind George Burns
III at the start of the final
round Sunday, and literally
swept aside Burns with his
consistency.
"Today would have to be
as good as I've ever played
in my life," Graham said. "I
can't play any better."
Burns, who led after the
second and third rounds,
tumbled from contention
with erratic drives that left
him in the rough time and
again. He and Bill Rogers
finished tied for second
place, three strokes back at
276.
"You can't win when
you're putting for pars in-

stead of birdies," Burns
said.
Rogers, a consistent big
money winner on the tour
but with only one victory,
had a 69 on the final day
after previous rounds of 70,
68 and 69.
Graham was simply
unyielding. He birdied four
holes and bogeyed only one,
No. 4, where he 3-putted.
His 7-under-par was the second lowest ever in the Open.
Jack Nicklaus, a contender
until the final nine, won the
Open last year at Baltusrol
with a record 272.
•
John Cook and John
Schroeder tied for third
place, six strokes back at
279.

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
league
major
As
_ baseball's first midseason
strike entered its llth day,
the players association was
expected to file suit against
management and various
cable television companies.
The players' union, seeking a share of. revenue
generated by telecasts of

HEADQUARTERS FOR

&SERIES
NEW
MEDIUMS and
HEAVIES
MEDIUM
INTERNATIONAL
FROM

•
•

BUILT AROUND THE PROVEN FEATURES
OF THE HEAVY-DUTY S-SERIES
Compare! No other truck in their class gives you
this combination of big-truck features!
• Gas power to 537 cu. in., medium-duty'diesel to 210 h.p.
• Outstanding transmission availability includes automatics,
manuals to 13 speeds.
-• Greatest shoulder room of any medium or medium-heavy made.
• Modular electrical system with centralized in-cab relay panel.
• Beefy steel frame to 110.000 PSI, with no bolts on the _frame
flanges.
• Easy-access 70' tilt hood - standard equipment.
• 30% more powerful brakes than current vacuum systems.
• In-dash Blend-Air heater/air conditioner system available_
• One-piece door frame with one-piece door inner panel.
• Recessed cab marker lights featuring one-piece Lexan.
assembly.

Come in and see yotglind of truck today!

(Tracks-Trollies-lases)

502-753-1372

U.S.641 So.

one stroke of Burns.
When Burns,bogeyed No.
4, the two front-runers were
tied at 6-under. But Graham
promptly bogeyed No. 5 and
not until Burns bogeyed No.
10 were the two tied again.
The Coup de grace came on
No. 14, a par four, 414yarder.
There, Graham droppeo
his second shot four feet
from the pin and sank it for a
birdie.
He put the match away on
the next hole with another
beautiful iron 6 feet away.
With the victory, Graham
won $55,000, while Rogers
and Burns each got $24,650
for their second place
finishes.

Players Expected To File Suit
As Strike Reaches 11th Day

YOUR

I
A 11111.0114W

Nicklaus, troubled by poor
putting, never put on the
charge Graham and many
others thought he would. He
finished at even-par 280 with
Frank Conner, Lon Hinkle,
Samuel Rachels and Chi Chi
Rodriguez.
Jim Thorpe, who held the
lead after the first day with a
66, finished at 281 along with
Ben Crenshaw and Isao Aoki
of Japan.
Graham started the final
round at four under par,
three strokes behind Burns,
the reluctant leader of the
second and third rounds.
But Graham applied
pressure on Burns quickly.
He birdied the first and second holes to move to within

RAVENS

Jew

Murray, Ky.

major league games, was
reportedly ready to file suit
today in U.S. District Court.
The National Basketball
Association Players Association launched a similar action a few years ago but it
never reached court. Instead,the NBA players were
provided with a better
bargaining wedge in
negotiating with owners.
No negotiations between
the baseball players and the
owners' representatives, the
Player Relations Committee, headed by Ray Grebey,
have been scheduled as the
strike nears its 13th day
Wednesday. On that day, a
$50 million strike insurance
policy will take effect
because 153 dates will have
been lost. The owners will
begin collecting $100,000 per
lost date.
Federal mediator Kenneth
Moffett, who also has been
busy in Washington handling
the threatened air controller's strike, said Sunday
that neither side had expressed any interest in
meeting today.
In fact, with an apparent
hardening of position on both
sides, it wasn't known when
negotiations might resume.
The players have struck
over the issue of free-agent
compensation. The owners
say that a team losing a free
agent must be reimbursed
with a major league player
- rather than a selection in
the amateur draft - from

the team that signed the free
agent. The players claim
that would limit their options.
The owners' insurance
payments would run out on
July 24. However, an important date prior to that is July
14, when the All-Star Game
is scheduled for Cleveland. If
the players still are on strike
and the All-Star Game isn't
played, the players would
lose more than $2 million in
pension contributions made
by the owners from the
game's revenues.
On Sunday, Father's Day,
14 games were cancelled. It
was the first holiday
schedule lost to the strike
and Father's Day traditionally attracts large
crowds to the ballparks:
A Wednesday meeting of
the 26 team owners in Kansas City, Mo., was cancelled
over the weekend. The
meeting was set to discuss
baseball's broadcasting contracts but was shelved, according to American League
President Lee MacPhail,
because of "complications."
MacPhail noted that
several clubs had indicated
their support for Grebey and
the PR,
On SiiridnY, 23 of the 26
teams reportedly had sent
telegrams of support to
Grebey. The three owners
who did not respond were
Eddie Chiles of Texas, Edward Bennett Williams of
Baltimore and John
McMullen of Houston.
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THREE MURRAY YOUNGSTERS pay close attention as Murray State basketball coach Rgor.Greene offers instruction at the Murray State boys basketbal camp this past week. Shown with Greene are (from left) Jimmy
Hill, Mickey Hill and Mike Stepto.
MSU Photo By Barry Johnson

Two Sign Letters With MS11 Track Team
Murray State men's track
coach Bill Cornell has announced the signing of pole
vaulter Paul Babits and
quarter-mile Tyrone Guiden
to national letters of intent.
Babits is a transfer from
Morehead State, which
discontinued its track program this year, and will be
eligible immediately under

NCAA regulations. A junior
from Detroit, Mich., Babits
holds the Morehead State indoor record with a 16-3 vault
to his credit.
Babas, who placed second
in this year's OVC outdoor
championships and won the
conference indoor title, has a
personal best of 16-8 in the
pole vault.

"Paul is one of the best
pole vaulters in the OVC and
we're very happy to have
him join our program," said
Cornell.
Cornell also landed an excellent 400-meter prospect in
Guiden,. who is a transfer
from Triton Junior College
in River Grove,RI.
Guiden has recorded an

impressive :47.4 clocking in
400-meter competition and
Cornell expects him to improve that to a sub :46.0 time
with additional training.
"He was highly recommended by Lee Roy McGinnis, a Murray State AllAmerican in 1970, and I feel
he has great potential," add-A Cornell.
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SERVICE STORES

SALE!SAVE
$24
Reg.$31

Additional parts and service extra
if needed.

• Inspect all fo tires and correct air pressure • Inspect steering
and suspension ysterris • Set front wheel camber, caster, and
toe to proper alignment • Computer balance two front wheels
Most U.S. cars and imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes front

Offer Good Through June 30.

wheel drive. Chevettes. trucks, and cars requiring MacPherson Strut
correction extra

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR
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Our 12-Month
Tune-Up Saves You Gas
All Year Long

4-cyl. Electronic Ignition

6-cylinder cars,$47.
8-cylinder cars,$49.

• Check charging,and
starting
• Install new rotor, new
spark plugs
• Set timing to recommended specs
• Lubricate and adjust
choke
• Adjust carburetor

Includes up to five
quarts major brand
motor oil. Oil filter
extra if needed.

12-Month Service Agreement
CHARGE,up to three separate
analyses.
If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any adjustments or part replacements that
were part of the original tune-up.
GOODYEAR WILL MAKE TliE
ADJUSTMENT OF REPLACEMENT FREE OF CHARGE!

NOTICE If you purchased an engine tune-up at a Goodyear Service Store
in the last 12 months (since June 1.1980). you are still entitled to a FREE
ENGINE' ANALYSIS to verify that your car is performing at peak efficiency
Please call for an appointment at the Service Store where the work was done

Just Say'Charge It'
11981811121M
IWO 1m

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of these other ways to buy: Our
Own Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard
• Visa • American Empress • Carte Blanche
• Diners Club • Cash

Includes our 9-point maintenance
check:
• Transmission fluid • Power steering fluid
• Differential fluid • Brake fluid • Art filter
• Battery cables & water level • Belts
• Hoses • Tire presure & condition
Includes most imports and light trucks.

Please call for appointment?!

Drive It
With Confidence

STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for required points, condenser,
and additional labor.

GOODYEAR will tune your car
electronically, and present you
with a FREE ENGINE ANALYSIS certificate good for one year
from date of the tune-up. ANYTIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of
your tune-up, take your invoice
and certificate back to the store
that performed the tune-up, and
Goodyear will provide.FREE OF

Lube and Oil Change
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Power Streak 78
• The strength and resilience-of
polyester cord • Plenty of road
contact for all-around traction

$299
A78-I3 blackwall.
Plus $1.50 FET, and okl tire
Whitewalls Slightly More

iBlackviliti PRICE
Size
$32.75
B78-13
$38.10
E78-14
$39.95
F78-14
G78-14
$41.40
H78-I4
643.40
G78-15
$42.65
H78-15 ' $444.70

Plus
FEE and
old tire.
, $1.61
$1.75
$2.14
$2.28
$2.52
$2.36
$2.57

NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
AS Goodyear service Is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles. whichever
comes first - many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever required.
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was pethnined.and
we'll fix it, free. If. however, you're more than 50 miles from the original store.
go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores natiorwide.

Goodyear Service Store
S. 12th Murray,Ky.
Mon.-Sat.753-0595
7:30 am.-6:00 p.m.
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Purcell Likely To Be Next Opponent For Wimbledon Champion

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

• Borg's Past Trouble Could Encourage Rennert

Sports In Brief
By The Assaelated Press
GOLF
—
YAMAGUCHI, Japan ( AP
of Australia fired .6Marsh
Graham
under-par 66 to win the Pepsi-Wilson
golf tournament by 1 stroke
Marsh, who started the day 2 strokes
behind third-round leader Toru
Nakamura of Japan,carded seven tardies and one bogey for a 270 total, 18
under par, over the par-72 Ube Country Club course.
Japan's Yutaka Hagawa, who was
second with a 271 total, shot a course
record 64 in the final round. Nakamura
shared third with Kikuo Arai of Japan
with 273. Nakamura finished with a 71
and Arai a 66.
ATHENS, Ga. ( AP ) — Barbara
Bunkowsky's even-par 74 helped
Ronda State capture the Association
of Intercollegiate Athletic for
Women's national golf championship
by 3 shots over favored Georgia.
The Lady Bulldogs claimed the individual championship when Tern
Moody edged Patti Rizzo of Miami by
two shots in a three-hole playoff.
TRACK AND FIELD
MACON, France I AP ) — Thierry
Vigneron of France, in his first attempt at 19 feet, cleared the barrier
for the first time in the pole vault,
clearing 19-0P4 in an international jumping competition.
The former record of 18-11 61 was set
by Wladislaw Kozakiewicz of Poland
at the Moscow Olympic Games, July
30,1980.
TENNIS
BRISTOL, England ( AP.1 — Mark
Edmondson of Australia defeated
Roscoe Tanner 6-3, 5-7, 6-4 to win the
Lambert and Butler grass courts tennis tournament.
EASTBOURNE, England AP I —
Tracy Austin blitzed Andrea Jaeger 63,6-4 for the singles title of the $125,000
BMW women's grass court tennis
championships, a stagesetter for
Wimbledon.
MILAN, Italy ( AP — Patrick Cash
of Australia beat Stefan Edberg of
Sweden 6-3, 6-1 to win the men's finals
of the Avvenire tennis tournament for
players under 16 years old.
In the women's finals, Sweden's
Elena Olsson defeated Petra liuber of
Austria 7-6,6-4

SAILING
ELSINORE, Denmark ( AP ) — A
home-built Danish boat beat more
than 1,800 competitors to the finish line
in the world's largest sailing race,
clocking 31 hours and 41 minutes during the 240-aisle dash around the
Danish island of Zealand.
The winning boat, The New Shape,
was skippered by Jens Bach
Soerensen in the 35th annual "Around
Zealand" sailing festival.
AUTO RACING
BROOKLYN, Mich. ( API — Bobby
Allison got a break when the lead pack
got tangled in a series of spectacular
crashes just five laps from the end,
allowing him to win the Gabriel 400
Grand National stock car race under
the yellow flag at Michigan International Speedway.
Allison, who registered his fourth
victory of the season, averaged 130.589
mph over the two-mile oval track in a
Buick Regal and added to his
substantial lead in the season point
race.
During a series of spins and crashes
on the backstretch of the 198th lap that
involved the cars of Cale Yarborough,
Darrell Waltrip, Buddy Baker, Benny
Parsons and Dale Earnhardt — all of
whom continued — Allison sped by untouched and beat Harry Gant and Parsons to the finish line. Jody Ridley
wound up fourth and Earnhardt was
fifth.
LONG POND,Pa.( AP — A.J. Foyt
survived an early battle with Tom
Sneva to win the rain-shortened Van
Scoy Diamond Mine 500-mile race at
Pocono International Raceway .
Foyt, who averaged L37.196 mph.
took the lead from Geoff Brabharn on
the 119th lap, and the U.S. Auto Clubsanctioned race was halted 122 laps
later by rain after two hours, 13
minutes, and 23.16 seconds.
Tom Bigelow was third when the
$300,000 race was stopped. Fourth
place, one lap down, went to George
Snider, Foyt's teammate; Harry MacDonald was fifth, three laps back.
The 305 miles were the fewest ever
run in the eleven-year history of championship car racing at Pocono. The
1975 race was stopped after 170 of the
scheuled 200 laps, and Foyt won that
one, too

By GEOFFREY MILLER
superstar is vulnerable in
the early rounds of
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England Wimbledon.
It does not mean he has
(AP) — Bjorn Borg begins
his quest for a sixth straight ever lost in the early round,
Wimbledon tennis title to- but he has been in trouble.
day,and Peter Rennert,a 23These famous grass courts
year-old bearded Califor- can be the scene of upsets.
nian, was to be the first man They are reportedly playing
in his path.
fast this year. A big server
It was a tough assignment who strikes form might
for a man who finished 62nd upset a higher-ranked
in the world computer rank- player.
ings last year, but friends enThe big servers have worcouraged Rennert by rein in- ried Borg in the early rounds
ding him that the Swedish more than once.

By BOB EGELKO
AP Sports Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
( AP) — Willie Banks has the
fortune to be the best in the
nation, perhaps in the world,
at what he does, and the
misfortune that what he does
is the triple jump.
The 25-year-old UCLA law
student bettered his own
American record twice Sunday night, the second time
with an astonishing 57 feet,
74.2 inches that was the best

performance ever recorded
at sea level.
The only longer jump on
record was 58-8k4 by Brazil's
Joao de Oliveira, in the thin
air of 7,200-foot-high Mexico
City during the 1975 Pan
American Games.
Banks started his leap
from a "board" that was actually a white stripe, painted
schoolyard-style on the runway.
Long jumpers take off

LOLTISVILLE, Ky.( AP) —
Bill Musselman will be playing on familiar turf in the
Kentucky State Amateur
Golf Tournament this week.
The site of the 72-hole
tourney is Harmony Landing
Country Club at ProsPect,
where Musselman has been
a mernber since 1968. The
tournament begins Tuesday
and runs through Friday.
The five-time State
Amateur champ joined the
club after earning All-

America recognition at the
University of Colorado. "I
had to belong to a club to
play in the Amateur, so I
joined Harmony Landing immediately and I won my first
amateur in '68," he said.
Musselman, 36, also won
State Am crowns in 1970, '71,
'72 and '78. He also has two
seconds and three thirdplace finishes.
The Louisvillian assumed
the favorite's role when
Jodie Mudd, winner of the

Small, Competitive Field Vies
For Women's State Amateur
By MICHAEL EMBRY
Only 114 golfers are
entered in the tourney, down
Associated Press Writer
A small but competitive from the 143 in last year's
field will be vying for the tourney at Louisville's
championship in the 55th an- Wildwood Country Club, but
nual Women's Kentucky 43 of the women carry hanState Amateur Golf Tourna- dicaps of 10 or less.
ment this week at the
"We've got a smaller
Calvert City Golf and Coun- field," said Louise Gilchrist,
try Club.
of Lexington, a member of

HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) —
JoAnne Carrier shot "the
easiest 66 I ever had" to
repeat as champion of the
Lady Keystone Open golf
tournament with a record 13under-par 203 for 54 holes.
Carner called the 30th victory of her 10-year pro
career "a milestone.
"You need 30 wins to
qualify for the Hall of
Fame," she said. "It's important to me. Besides, it
makes a good obituary."
Carner had strong rounds
of 68-69-66 to take top money
of $18,750 in the ;125,000
event at Hershey Country
Club West Course. She now
ranks first on the current
Ladies Professional Golf
Association money list.
She took a 2-stroke lead into the final round over Patty
Sheehan and Pat Bradley,

the state women's golf
association. "But when you
consider that 43 have a handicap between 1 and 10, I
think it will be a real rat race
to qualify."
Qualifications for the
championship flight will be
today, with the top 32
finishers in the medal play
paired off for match play.
Kaye Potter, who defeated
Julie Zembrodt in a suddendeath playoff last year for
her third title, is exempted
from the qualifying round.
The golf course, located
near the Land Between the
Lakes recreational area in
western Kentucky, is a par
72, 5,942-yard layout. The
golfers will have to deal with
water on six holes and
lateral hazards on four
others.
"The most difficult is
No.7," said Donna Robinson,
a member of the tournament
committee."It is a par 3, but
it slopes to the right and is
surrounded by sand traps on

each side."
Zembrodt should give Potter another run for her
money this year. The
University of Kentucky
golfer tuned up for the State
Am by winning the Little
Mountain Classic last week
in Mount Sterling.
champion
Five-time
Louise Wilson, of Louisville,
and Lexington's Anne Combs, a fourtime winner, are
also among the leading contenders for the title.
Another University of Kentucky golfer, Anne Rush of
Tompkinsville, won the
coveted title two years ago.
Other top contenders include Somerset's Lisa
Grissom, Jackie Hacker of
Versailles, Bowling Green's
Lee Davis, Henderson's Sue
Clement and Lexington's
Marsha Bordas and Tennye
Ohr.
"I think we're going to
have some good golf,"
Robinson said of the five-day
tourney.

who set the previous tourney
record of 206, 10 under par,
in 1978. Bradley had a 3-overpar 75 Sunday and dropped
to seventh. Sheehan had a 2over,74 to finish at 213, in a
four-way tie for third with
Nancy Lopez-Melton, Sandra Spuzich and Beverly
Klass.
Sheehan could have tied
for second if the rookie
hadn't hitched a ride on the
back of a golf cart. That
brought a twoshot penalty.
"It was a stupid thing to
do," said Sheehan, who explained she was trying to
avoid a male spectator who
was badgering her about her
game.
In three T-Ball games had a home run, and Wendy
The last day of competition "was easy because played during the past Yeary and Valerie Shelton,
everything I did was right," weekend, the Phillies rolled who each had a double.
For the Mets, Leah
over the Mets, 35-22, the Blue
said Carnet-.
Jays beat the Yankees, 24-20, Darnell had five hits, Robin
and the Giants edged the Dick had two doubles, and
Jamie Hughes had a triple.
Braves,26-25.
In the Blue Jays' win,
Leading the Phillies to
their win were Jason Steven- "Adam Grogan had two home
son, who had three home runs and Sammy Fuson had
runs and a triple, and Scott two triples. Others with exhits were Russ
registering for the clinic Downey, who had a home tra base
had a home
who
Adkins,
a
and
triple
double.
a
run,
should send information conwho had a
Gant,
Darren
The Phillies' other extra run;
taining name, age, address,
who
Holcomb,
Deidra
triple;
telephone number and base hits were by Brett
and Jay
doubles,
two
had
and
triple
a
had
who
Bazzell,
whether they are beginning
Howell and Casey Zetui, who
or intermediate players to a double, Nick Jones and
each had a double.
each
who
Lanette Hunt, 1508 Her- Darrell Ramsey,
mitage Drive in Murray.
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is seeded to meet John
McEnroe in the final.
McEnroe, who took the
Swede to five thrilling sets in
last year's final, tuned up
this year by winning the
Stella Artois tournament on
the grass courts of London's
Queen's Club, without dropping a set.
McEnroe was playing Tom
Gullikson, the left-handed
half of the American twins,
today on No. 1 court, which
has been given a facelift and
now seats 8,500 spectators.

The center court holds
14,000, including some 2,000
who make a habit of sleeping
all night on the sidewalks
and lining up for standing
room.
Jimmy Connors, the 1974
champion and three-time
losing finalist since, is the
third seed. He was starting
his campaign on the center
court against fellow American Dick Stockton.
The worrken's singles, with
Chris Evert Lloyd as top
seed, start Tuesday.

And this was no backwater
meet, but a national championship, officially dubbed
the USA-Mobil Outdoor
Track and Field Championships.

"If they're going to have
the national championships
here, they should have had a
board," Banks said afterward. But he preferred to
talk about the future.
Sunday night's triple jump
competition was probably
the finest of any event in the
three-day meet, with six
men over 55 feet, Mike
Marlow hitting 56-4, and
Banks starting at 56-5, then
breaking his old American
record by 1½ inches at 56-11,

past two State Arms, chose to bounces and have to either
bypass the tourney.
walk up (to the green) or
"I've been trying for the have known from previcii.us
last few weeks to get my experience. That's going to
mental frame of mind cor- be an advantage."
rect," Mosselman said. "I
Mudd, an All-America at
think playing on my course Georgia Southern, is concendefinitely is an advantage, trating on national and
and I look forward to using regional tournaments before
that advantage."
a professional career in golf.
"I wish Jodie the best of
an
He also believes he has
on the professional
luck
advantage because of the
said Musselman, who
tour,number of blind approach
used to beat Hale Irwin and
shots on the course.
Johnny Miller consistently in
"There are eight, possibly college. "He's a great guy,
nine, blind shots where you and he's done a tremendous
really don't know where the thing for Kentucky golf on
pin is unless you've played both the local and national
it," Musselman said. "There levels. I'm proud of him and
are a lot of shots where you proud of Kentucky junior
really have to know the golf, too."

and following with 57-7 ½.
A world record appeared
within reach, but the
schedule then called for a
half-hour break to allow
another group of triple
jumpers to begin the competition. Banks said he
tightened up during the wait,
though he sailed 58-7, with a
substantial foul, on his last
try.
It was the only American
record of the meet, which
was otherwise highlighted
by the double victories of 19year-old Carl Lewis, with a
10.13 100 meters and a
sparkling 28-3L-2 long jump,
and Evelyn Ashford, who
dominated the women's
sprints at 11.07 in the 100 and
22.30 in the 200.
Edwin Moses extended his
unbeaten streak in the 400meter hurdles to 69 races
over nearly four years, getting some unaccustomed
competition from NCAA
champion Andre Phillips of
UCLA before winning in
47.59, the sixth fastest time
on record — all by Moses.
If some of the clockings
fell short of expectations, the
competition did not, as the
athletes fought for berths in
the U.S.Soviet dual meet
next month and the World
Rome this
Cup in
September.
One dramatic race was the
1,500 meters, where NCAA
champion Sydney Maree of
Villanova won a scorching

stretch duel with Steve Scott
in 3:35.02, a meet record.
It was a gratifying victory
for the 24-year-old native of
South Africa, who is now a
U.S. resident and has applied for citizenship.
The day's most bizarre
event was the pole vault,
won by Billy Olson at 18-21-2
in a psychological battle
with veteran Steve Smith.
Smith was being treated
for a hamstring injury when
the competition started and
didn't take his first vault until the bar reached 17-101-2,
six inches higher than he'd
cleared all year.
Olson made the height on
his third and final attempt,
then waited for Smith to try
18-2"2.
Smith, who said later that
he had leg cramps, didn't
come close to making the
height. Olson had two narrow misses, then won the
event by clearing on his third
try. He missed three times at
a national record 18-83A.
Ashford's meet-record victory in the 200 Sunday completed her third sprint double,the others coming in 1977
and 1979.
Other meet records were
set by Madeline Manning in
the women's 800 with
1:58.50; Cliff Wiley in the
men's 400 in 44.70; Sandy
Myers in the women's 400.
hurdles in 56.43, and Pam
Spencer in the women's high
jump at 6-44.4.

Fans Chastise Player's
CINCINNATI (API — Major League baseball players
were described as "spoiled
brats" and "ego-inflated" in
response to a newspaper's
request for opinions about
the current baseball strike.
The majority responding
to The Cincinnati Enquirer's
week-long request criticized
Major League players. Opinions were published Sunday.
"Let 'em get a job in the
real world," one unidentified
reader said.
"They couldn't make
$10,000 a year if they didn't
play baseball," another said.
More than 72 percent, 159,
of those giving opinions
backed baseball club'.owners
while slightly more 'than 10
percent, 22, supported
players. Another 17 percent,
38, said neither side made a
convincing case.
"Baseball should be an
honest game, but there is no

way it can be with players
who have no loyalty for their
team," said Claude Holmes
of Cincinnati.
Ronald E. Brock, a Cincinnati pastor, said players are
"acting like spoiled brats
wanting more candy.Three unidentified nuns
from the Motherhouse,
Sisters of Charity, wrote:
"We can't do without food
and bare necessities, but we
certainly can and will do
without these ego-inflated
ballplayers. Nuts!!!"

SAVEWAY
RESTAURANT & GAS
753-7793

401 SYCAMORE

Weekly Special
60011 Time Sat. 6127

1 Small
Hamburger
(Filly Dressed)
8/
Drink

W. C. Monahan of Cincinnati said: "The whole structure of baseball, pertaining
".o player and owner relations, has always been
wrong. No one man should
be slave to another, no one
man with all his money and
greed should be able to buy
everything in this world. A
baseball player ... is selling
his services, not himself."

Geese 10' Extra
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Phillies, Blue Jays, Giants , Don't act
Win Weekend T-Ball Games your age.

MTA Junior Clinic
To Run July 6-10
The Murray Tennis
Association will be holding
its annual junior clinic on the
week of July 6-10 at the Murray High School courts.
The clinic is free to anyone
8-to-16-years-old.
Anyone interested in

from an actual board, made
of hard clay. So do triple
jumpers,in places where the
event is taken more seriously. You can dig your spikes
into a board for a better
takeoff. You can't dig your
spikes into a painted line.

Musselman Playing On Familiar
Turf In Kentucky State Amateur

Jones, defensive end.
National Football League
FRANCISCO
SAN
Jack
that
49ERS—Announced
Reynolds, linebacker, had agreed to
terms.
HOCKEY
U.S. CANADA CUP COMMITTEE—
Named Bob Johnson, University of
Wisconsin hockey coach, coach of
Team USA.
COLLEGE
OREGON—Announced the resignaVan Rassen, women's
Virginia
tion of
swimming coach.
LOUISOUTHWESTERN
SIANA—Named Lewis Cook assistant
offensive football coach.

Carner Fires Easy
66 For Record 203

citement when he walks on
to the center court to lead off
the championships on the
first day. The fans feel
something might happen.
Other big servers, their
games tailored for these
skidding grass courts, are
likely to stand in Borg's way
in subsequent rounds.
Assuming he beats Rennert, he could come up
against American Mel
Purcell next.
Borg is top seed, rated a 45 favorite by the bookies, and

Banks Fortunate To Be Best At What He Does

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Signed
James Harris, outfielder; Jim Sutton,
pitcher, and Bill Crayton, third
basern.sn.
DETROIT TIGERS—Signed Rob
Williamson and Craig Priessman, catchers; Walter Bnster, shortstop; Randy O'Neal, Ernie Moya, Tom Brian,
Kelly Corcoran and George Miguel,
pitchers; Al Silva, first baseman, and
Greg Norman and Jim Moriarty, outfielders.
FOOTBALL
Canadian Football League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS—Cut Joe

In 1977, the second year he
won Wimbledon, Borg was
two sets down to Mark Edmondson of Australia in the
second round.
In 1978, in the first round,
he trailed by two sets to one
to Vic Amaya, the big
American.
In 1979, he was two sets to
one down against Vijay
Amritraj of India in the second round.
Borg always came back,
however, to keep his title.
There is always an air of ex-

Computerized
Wheel Balancing

The Yankees' extra base
hits were by Jody Wyre, who
had a triple, and Kadonna
Randolph, who had a double.
The Giants were led to
their win by Chip Greene,
who had a double and a triple; by Allison Newell, who
had four hits; and by Jason
Kelly and Virgil Welch, who
each had a double.
For the Braves, Brian
Barnett and Meredith Julian
each had two doubles, Brad
Mahan had a triple and John
Reid and Troy Yates each
had a double.

East T-Ball League Opens
Season As Cards Win Two

As a child you were probably constantly on
the go—inning, biking, playing. Well, just
because you're over 65 doesn't mean you
can't enjoy exercise. Fact is, regular exercise
has the same benefits for you now as it did
when you were younger. It improves your
heart and lung efficiency. It helps you maintain weight and muscular flexibility. It makes
you feel and look better.
So. check with your physician right away.
Then, start a regular program of walking,
biking, swimming or aerobic dancing. You're
never too old to exercise.
Staying fit and healthy is one thing we can all
do to help hold down health care costs. And
to help meet health care costs when they do
occur, look into Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement Programs. You may
choose either a High Option or Regular
Medicare Supplement Program to meet your
specific need
Use the coupon to get complete details.

Complete and mail to Special Accounts Division.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky,
9901 Linn Station Road Louisville, KY 40223
I am interested in details about your Medicare
Supplement Programs
Age

Name
Address

The East T-Ball League
opfried its season June 15
after its previous games had
been canceled due to
rainouts.
The Cards opened with two
wins as they beat the Misfits,
22-20, in the opener and came

back on June 18 to blast the
Jets,28-18.
In the other two games,
the Sluggers edged the Jets,
18-16, in their opener before
the Misfits came back to
beat the Sluggers, 24-72.
The highlights for the

Cards consisted of two home
runs by Jeff Luffman and an
unassisted double play by
Jason Reed. Reed made the
play by snagging a line drive
at third base and then tagging the runner going from second to third.

State

C.ty

lip

All applications are subtract to health care questions
and, if accepted, there is a 6-month waiting period
for health conditions which exist at the time of
enrollment
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PORECAST
Ginseng Turns Into Cash For Owensboro-Area Entrepreneurs
By LYNE'TTE Mc1NTIRE crannies in Kentucky woods
Messenger-Inquirer
and dig up the precious root,
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) said Richard Roberts, a
-- Ginseng. The gnarled University of Kentucky horroot, said to be an ticulture specialist.
aphrodisiac, a heart The dried ginseng roots
stimulant, even a life ex- sell for $120 to $150 a pound,
tender, has become a cash he said. About $4-million to
crop for some Owensboro- $5-million worth of the root is
area entrepreneurs, as well exported from Kentucky
as for long-time eastern Ken- each year, according to the
tucky ginseng diggers.
agriculture council.
But proposed federal
Dealers then sell the root
legislation could stop the ex- to the Orient where inseng
ports of the roots, according is as common as aspirin to
to the Kentucky Council on cure the ills of age and t
Agriculture.
viruses. The root is dried and
More than 100 Kentucky chewed,crushed and brewed
dealers
coordinate into tea or sold in capsule
thousands of diggers who form.
in cool, wet nooks and
In he Owensboro area, 10

to 15 dealers collect harvests
to sell to the Orient, said
Brenda Duncan of Hancock
County.
She said her husband,
Frank, is a ginseng dealer
who takes about 50 to 60
pounds a year to New York.
Most of it is then shipped to
China, Mrs. Duncan said.

Duncan buys the dried root
from diggers in Ohio, Hancock, Daviess
and
Breckinridge counties, she
said.
One of the most successful
cultivated ginseng dealers is
a Sturgis man who has produced 13,339 pounds from
one acre, according to the

The state agriculture
council is fighting the
federal Fish and Wildlife
Federation, which wants to
declare the plant an endangered species.
If ginseng is declared endangered, the plant cannot
be picked and many nations

Hose Connection
Donald Johnson was recently made Calloway County's newest member of the
American Tree farm System. Johnson was so honored because of his positive attitude toward sound timber management. The Tree Farm Association recognizes
landowners like Mr. Johnson who strive to improve and protect their woodlands
with the idea of-Kture harvests of forest products to help meet the needs of our
growing nation. Woodland owners wishing to learn more about the Tree Farm
program should contact the Mayfield District Office of the Kentucky Division of
Forestry at Box 349, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Reg. $39.50

Two Wheel

Cart
lawn & Garden

Reg. S25.65

Drain
Wash Tubs, With
On Stand
Single Reg.
Double

$32.00

$3795

Reg. S59.95

Portable
Three Burner
Oil Cook Stove

'3695

Reg. $52.95 _

Oven,
Stove Pipe
Indicator
With Heat

'2595

Reg. S36.50 _

Boxes,
Metal Tool
Assorted Sizes

Reg.

S10.95-39.95

20%Off -—

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Early American

Kerosene Lamps,
S450
Reg. $5.30

One Table "Cat 8, Dog"

Items

HALF PRICE

Beale Hardware
2 14 W. Main St.

While potentially severe
European corn borer populations could face corn
growers again this year, according to widespread entomological predictions,
several factors may help to
offset the danger.
According to Dr. Doug
Cates, Stauffer Chemical
Company entomologist, in
some Corn Belt states virtually every acre of corn was
infested with the pest last
he
"But",
year.
said,"this doesn't necessarily mean heavy infestations
this season, even when combined with high overwintering populations."
Entomologists,such as Dr.
Cates, point to several
variables which might prevent high populations. "The
critical factor is weather in
early summer," he said,
"That is, roughly, early to
mid-June. Heavy rain and
wind during corn borer moth
emergence will hinder egg
laying and kill moths. This
will reduce the number at
larvae and take the edge off
borer populations."
Another factor is that last
year's high populations

could be reduced this season
by a protozan disease, Cates
added. "Ns disease may
kill the borer before it
reaches its moth — or egg
laying — stage. But the incidence of borers infected
with this disease can vary
substantially depending on
location."
Planting date can also prove a factor in borer populations. If growers plant early,
moths will probably disperse
and lay eggs in all fields,
thereby reducing chances
for high concentrations. But
if some fields are planted
much earler than others,
more borers are likely to be
attracted to that corn, intensifying infestations in
those fields.
One factor favoring
farmers in the borer battle is
fall plowing. Clean-plowing
reduces corn borer populations and due to favorable
harvest weather in some
Corn Belt areas last season,
farmers got their corn out
early and decided to go
ahead and plow. However,
fall plowing would not be
practiced in fields vdiere soil
erosion is likely.
WHEN TO SCOUT
AND TREAT
Dr. Cates suggests that the
following guidelines for conFarmers are reminded trolling corn borer:
that July 1 is the final date to
sign dark air-cured and firecured tobacco leases.
The Calloway County
ASCS office is open from 7:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

July 1 Last Date
To Sign Leases

Continued
All Markdowns on Previously
Advertised Sale Items

753-1543

gor

E

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
SALUTE

Scratch Grain
Shelled Corn
Calf Feed

''SERVPIUNRGCTHHAESE
ENTIRE
AREA"

be anytime from the latter
part of July until well into
littgust. This scouting should
be done in all fields whether
first brood required treatment or not. And though a
hot? pollen-filled cornfield
may be an unpleasant place
to go looking for insects in
July or August, the yield
losses they cause can be
even more uncomfortable.
Apply a granular insecticide
at the first sign of egg hatching when there are 50 or
more masses per 100 plants.
WHAT TO APPLY
Among the granular insecticides, Dyfonate is often
recommended for European
corn borer treatment. If the
higher 20-G concentration of
Dyfonate granules is used,
less product is required onra
per-acre basis. For aerial
applicators, this means
fewer stops for reloading
and more time in the air during the busy application
period.
Most of the insecticides used to control corn borer are
flown on, although some
growers still prefer ground
application.

100 lb. 8.00
100 lb. Plus 25' Sack Dep.$7.40
100 lb. Plus 25' Sock Dep. $8.50

753-5378

1

modity price has advanced
significantly since 1967, milk
and milk products have increased far less than the
other major food groups, In
relation to other food prices,
milk and milk products(particularly when you consider
the excellent nutrition and
taste milk and milk products
have to offer)are still a good
food buy- a real bargain.

American and French
troops began a siege of
British forces at Yorktown,
Va.,in 1781.
--Louis Pasteur, the
discoverer of pasteurization,
died in 1895.

re

Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson
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Aerial Spraying
Res. 753-1746

Off. 489 2216
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LAND BAN K
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
to us!

on new Casefarm tractors
If you buy any of our new Case farm tractors or a used farm tractor of any make
between June 1, 1981 and June 30, 1981. and finance it through J I Case Credit Corporation
finance charges will be waived from date of purchase until January 1, 1982

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS
,11
753-3404

.

Grain
Merchandising

2000

If you buy one of our new Case farm tractors between June 1, 1981 and June 30, 1981,
Case will send you a check for the dollar amount shown on the char1
for the model you buy, or you can apply the rebate towards your down payment
NOTE - Government Agencies. Departments do not qualify for rebate
.

gible Model

Cash Rebate

1190. 1290,1390,1490;1690

51000

2090, nu

51209

2390.2590

31500

4490,4690,4090

52000

cash rebate
1190.1290.1390,1490
Optional super

a new choose not to accept
It you buy
and
tractor
offer —
or 1690
tInance charges be $1700
of
Walyer
volt
the optional cash rebate
your
Instead of $1000

allowances on
Specialfactory
selected models. Ask us for details.

McKee!Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

753-3062

ESE'

Murray, Ky.

r,

ti

be

plus••• Cash rebates upto

F

.1•Mt

Farmer's Air Service

purchased between June 1, and June 30, 1981.

PROBLEM YOU MAY HAVE

We Custom Mix
Salt Mineral
Mixtures a

price has been measured
and reported in the Consumer Price Index as an addition to the base of 100. So,
by looking at the average for
each food group on a yearly
basis, you can see what has
happened to the retail price.
For example, food at home
at 251.6 means the average
national retail price for all
food purchased for home use
increased 151.6% since 1967
(1967 equals 100). Here's
what has happened to the
major food groups (yearly
basis 1967-1980) - fruits and
vegetables up 148.1%; cereal
and bakery products up
146.4%; meat, poultry, fish
and eggs up 142.3%; and
milk and milk products up
127.5%
Although every food corn-

Waiver of
finance charges
until
January1,1982

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

WOK PIS A's/0 INFORMATION ON HOW TO TREAT ALMOST ANY

Industrial Road

4IP

If large populations
materialize again this
season, it is important to
scout fields and catch the
pests before stalks, and
yields, call.
The rule of thumb is: early
planted corn is more susceptible to first brood, while
late-planted corn is a more
likely target for second
generation. The first brood
adults head for the tallest
corn in June to lay their
eggs. Second generation
moths, meanwhile, usually
hit later-maturing corn in
late July or August to deposit
eggs in fields of corn where
silks are green and pollination is not complete. It's important to remember that second generation corn borer
can be even more destructive than first brood.
If half the plants scouted in
early June show signs of first
brood feeding in the whorl,
when corn is three feet tall at
extended leaf height, an insecticide should be applied
within a week. Beyond that
time, most of the pests will
have bored into the stalk and
out of reach of insecticides,
so treatment is less effective.
Second brood scouting is
based on the time when
moths are emerging, flying
and laying eggs. This could

DAIRVVIEN

vt-larinfAchrAfiy/frA
PURINA
CHOWS

In today's inflationary
economy,there are still good
food buys - real bargains.
The attached chart shows
what has happened to the
average national retail price
of food purchased for home
use and the major food
groups (cereal and bakery
products; fruits and
vegetables; meat, poultry,
fish and eggs; and dairy products) since 1967 when the
U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics began monitoring
and reporting retail prices in
the Consumer Price Index.
In 1967, all retail food
prices were started at a base
of 100. Each month since
then, the increase in retail

Several Factors Might Offset
Potential Corn Borer Dangers

Hose,

Now, ginseng diggers are
government, the council is
also trying to pass legisla- encouraged to harvest durtion that would regukte its ing that period and dealers
can voluntarily register
harvest.
their harvest with the state,
The council hopes that at Rogers said.
the 1982 session of the KenKentucky is probably the
tucky General Assembly, largest exporting state of
legislation can be initiated ginseng, exporting more
that would force registration than 239,754 pounds in 1976,
of all ginseng dealers and said Roberts. He said that
their exports and limit the the root has been harvested
harvesting season to Aug. 15- in 105 of the state's 120 counMarch 31.
ties.

There Are Good Food Buys

SPECI
AL!
One-Of-A-Kind
Hose Reel, With

will not buy it, according to
Joe Rogers of the council's
domestic exports office.
The plant already is listed
as a threatened species and
could become endangered in
the fors.ee5ble future,
Roberts said. But incomplete data may have exaggerated the plant's scarcity,he added.
While the agriculture
council fights ginseng's
status with the federal

•
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Former Governor
May Lose UK Seat

ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL — Thousands of people turned out for the annual arts and crafts festival, co-sponsored by the Murray Art Guild and the Tennessee
Valley Authority. Among the sites at the festival, held Saturday and Sunday, were

(from left, clockwise) banners made by members of the Murray Art Guild; wood
furniture and items made by Connie Angle; an old fashioned stone ground wheat
grinder; and paintings by Randy Thurmond.

VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. A.B. "Happy"
Chandler may lose his seat
on the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees
when Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. decides on the matter
June30.
He has been on the board
for 46 years.
The 82-year-old Versailles
resident and a graduate of
UK's law school was twice
chairman of the board when
he was governor. Chandler
said he hasn't lobbied with
Brown for reappointment to
the UK board.
"But I don't say some of
my friends haven't talked to
him about it. I suspect they
have," Chandler said at his
home last week.
"Philosophically, I like
new blood where you can
justify it," was Brown's
comment last week on the
matter.
Chandler, who was the
guiding force behind
building the medical center
that bears his name, said
that the appointments
belong to the governor.
"And if he thinks my contributions to the university
are not worth perpetuating
or not worth another term
there, I'm not going to question it," Chandler said.
Concerning his contribu-.
tions, the former governor
said he increased the
school's budget when money
was tight, bought two

Five Persons Killed In State Accidents; Toll Now At 367
By'the Associated Press
Five persons lost their
lives in accidents on state
highways this weekend, acSubscribers who hove not cording to Kentucky State
received their home-delivered Police reports.
copy of The Murray ledger I Times by
The deaths lifted the
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by state's traffic toll this year to
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to toll 153-1914 between 5:30 p.m. 367, compared with 322
..d4 pa. NNW Ilea* Friday, ot through the same period in
1980.
3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Saardayi.
. A circulation deportment ern,
State police said a Cecilia,
ployee is on duty during these Ky., man was pronounced
time periods to insure delivery dead at the scene of a twoof your newspaper. Calls must vehicle accident Saturday
be placed by i p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee afternoon at U.S. 31W
Bypass and College St. in
delivery.
The regular business office Elizabethtown. He was idenhours of Dm Murray lodger I limes- tified as 80-year-old L,onzo
ore I am. 6 5 p.m.. Monday Beckham Willyard.
through Friday and a.m. lo Non.A spokesman for the
Saturdays.
Elizabethtown City Police

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

said the car Willyard was
driving collided with a car
driven by Kenneth Lee
of
26,
Downey,
Elizabethtown, at the intersection.
The victim's wife, Ruthie
Willyard,66, was reported in
critical condition and in intensive care at Hardin
Memorial Hospital Sunday
afternoon. Police said
Downey was also hospitalized at Hardin Memorial. No
details were available on his
condition.
State police said Melvin
Richard Archer, 32, of
Radcliff, died Sunday morning at University Hospital in
Louisville after an accident
on U.S. 31E in Larue County

at 11:15 p.m.Saturday.
That accident occurred
four and a half miles north of
Hodgenville, according to
police. No further details
were available.
An Ohio man was killed
Saturday when the motorcycle he was riding collided
with a car on Kentucky 70
near Mammoth Cave. Police
identified him as James L.
Sunlde,46,of Clinton, Ohio.
Police said that the car
was turning from the
highway into a roadside
parking lot when it was
struck by the motorcycle.
The driver of the car was not
injured. No charges were fil-

ed.
An 18-year-old Flemingsburg man was killed early Saturday in a one-car accident in Fleming County,
according to police.
Randy Owens, identified
as the son of Fleming County
Judge-Executive Bill Owens,
(lied after his car hit an embankment on Black Diamond Road near Beechburg,
police said. The accident occurred at 3:30 a.m.
A single-vehicle accident
in Clark County Friday night
claimed the life of Howard
W. Morguson, 22, of Adrian,
Mich., police said.
Police said the Morguson's

car left the road at a high
rate of speed and struck a
parked car and two

telephone poles about one
mile west of Winchester on
Kentucky 1923. He was pronounced dead at the scene.

Todd Fiscal Court Okays Budget
ELKTON, Ky. (AP) — A
9878,500 budget has been
adopted by the Todd County
Fiscal Court, which is an increase of $135,000 over last
fiscal year.
An anticipated grant of
$100,000 from the Heritage
Commission and $75,000
from the Area Development
Fund for renovation of the
old course was included in

the budget. the Area
The largest decrease in anticipated revenue is $50,000
in county road aid funds
from the state.
The magistrates deferred
action on a proposal by
Judge-Executive Cecil S.
Mallory Jr. to consider a
half-million bond issue to be
repaid from gasoline tax
revenues over a period of 10
years.

Bluegrass farms for it, and
as a trustee, has participated in its growth and
development.
"I don't know of anybody
else in this lifetime that's
been able to make any
greater contributions from
the standpoint of things that
have actually happened to
the university than your
humble servant," Chandler
said.

Clean-Up Days Set
Thursday, Friday For
Hazel Community
Clean-up days for Hazel
have been set for Thursday
and Friday,June 25-26.
According to Mayor
William J. Pratt, residents
are asked to place the trash
that is to be picked up near
the street. Trash removal
will be one time only on each
street.

Year
This
..
.
Use

IS'eeiser
TOBACCO
SUCKER
CONTROL

Contains Potassium Salt of
Maleic H yd r az td e
RE- ASONS TO SWITCH

1. SUPER HEX IS
ABSORBED INTO
PLANTS FASTER.
2. SUPER HEX IS
MORE WATERPROOF.
3. NO SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE IN COST TO
FARMER

bacco

WM11/11MII
AINVKIra4=111rammlir
The Saving Places.

NEW!EXCITING!
"CAMEO"PORTRAIT!
&‘3c/47

Picnue your child in the Soft Oval that captures the
tradition den heirloom cameo. It's•pose families have
chstrished for'nor* than 100 years. Fore limited time.
we're offering Cameo as part of our portrait package.

Actual Cum° portrart

ex10.

24 PROFESSIONAL
COLOR PORTRAITS:
1 - 8x10 Cameo Portrait,
1 '8x10, 3 - 5x7's,
15 Wallets and
4 Color Portrait Charms
in Traditional Pose

.00*

95V$12.95
Deposit/ Total Package Price
Those Days Only Juno: Tues. Weil. Thur. Fri. Sat.
23
24
25 26 27
Daily: 10 a.m.4 p.m.
700 US Highway 641 North, Murray
"Qiiality at.IC mart price. Nice."
The Cameo Portrait is available for sintle subjects only. Poses our selection. Backgrounds nay occasionally
change. Additional portraits available for purchase with no obligation. You must he satisfied with portraits
or deposit cheerfuPy refunded.

SAVE $14.00 OUT OF
EVERY $50
By Shopping In Your
Community
Did you ever drive 60 miles or more to take advantage of a super
special? An item that costs you $50 locally would have to save you
$14.40 if you drove 60 miles round-trip to get it and just wanted to
break even.
The American Automobile Association certifies that 24.0
cents is what it costs to drive your car one mile. So if you've
driven 120 miles round-trip to pick up that special, you'll have
to add $28.80 to the cost of your purchase. That sweet buy
can suddenly turn quite sour.
And each 120 miles takes 6 to 12 gallons of gasoline which the
potential shortage of oil-derived fuels would encourage us to
save.
Local merchants, whether they sell groceries, clothing,drugs,
hardware, appliances or whatever, feature top line nationally
advertised products at competitive prices. These same
merchants support your schools, churches and civic groups.
They help us all pay for the improvements that make this a
better place to live.
So save yourself some money, help fight the energy crisis and
support local merchants. And save the drive to faraway communities. Shopping at home is a wonderfully simple way to do yourself several favors at once.

Werray Ledger & Times
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The Housing Nightmare: Problems,Solutions
EINTOR'S NOTE — Baying a house is harder than
ever. Home ownership is expensive. Financing is confusing. Here is the first of a
four-part series on the problems and potential solutions.
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The American dream of
owning a house has turned
into a near-nightmare of
high price, higher interest
rates and complicated mortgages.
Builders, buyers and
lenders are caught in the
web.
Builders can't sell. Buyers
can't buy. Lenders are losing
money.
•'We are probably on the
verge of a lessening of home
ownership," said Rollin Barnard, president of the U.S.
League of Savings Associations.
"There's a real fear

among builders that I
haven't seen before," added
Bob Sheehan, an economist
with the National Association of Home Builders.
"They are fearful that this
thing isn't going to get better
soon enough for them to survive."
Forty years ago, less than
half of all American families
owned their homes. By 1900,
almost two-thirds of them
did.
The increase in home
ownership has been steady,
but, as Barnard said, the
trend appears to be changing. -Some families will find
it more beneficial to rent,"
said Barnard, although he
admitted that it is just as
hard to find an affordable
apartment these days as it is
to find an affordable house.
If you're looking for a mortgage today,lenders will tell
you that your monthly housing payments — counting
principal, interest, taxes and

A Tradition Among Gentleman & Ladies
Broadway at 14th, Paducah, Ky.
Open Daily 'til 5:00

insurance, but not including
things like utilities or heat —
should not exceed 28 percent
of your monthly income.
A 30-year mortgage for
$50,000 at 151
/
2 percent requires a monthly payment
for principal and interest of
8652.20. Add $100 for taxes
the
efigure
and insurance — i4
varies widely • —
d you
have a total monthly payment of $752.20. You'll need a
monthly income of almost
$2,700. An annual income
$32,237. That's about $12,000
more than the median family income in the U.S.
There are several reasons
for the problem.
The demand for housing
has been strong in recent
years and that has pushed up
prices. Census figures show
that the number of
households grew much
faster during the past
decade than the population
at large. There are more
single-person households.
Two-income families,
some even without children,
who were looking for an investment and a tax deduction, found the answer in the
rising value of real estate.
They added to the demand.
Inflation, meanwhile,
boosted not only the cost of
housing, but also the cost of
mortgages. Interest rates
went from single to double
digits along with the Consumer Price Index.
By April this year, the median sales price for new,
single-family homes was
$69,300 — an all-time high,
according to the departments of Commerce and
Housing and Urban Development. At the same time, the
Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said mortgage loans
for. those new houses were
averaging just oyer 16 percent.
If you put up one-third of
the purchase price of that
$69,300 house and took out a
30-year mortgage on the
balance at 16 percent, you
would have had a monthly
payment for principal and
interest of just under $625.
With a down payment of only
20 percent, you would have
had a monthly payment of
about $750.
Sales of new homes dropped 13.5 percent in April, the
biggest drop in a year, and
builders' spokesman

Sheehan said that when the loan is a 6 percent loan and I
May figures are tallied,they wouldn't pay it off," he said.
could be even worse. "May
Lenders, particularly savis when (interest) rates real- ings and loan associations,
ly took off," he said.
are stuck with those old mortgages like Barnard's. The
Some people are4 lucky. savings association league
They have mortgages they says 67 pepent of the
took out years ago at low outstanding loans held by its
rates. It is partially because members were granted at inof those people that today's terest rates of 10 percent or
homebuyers are having pro- less.
blems.
At the same time,
Barnard, who is president depositors are no longer willof Midland Federal Savings ing to put money in simple
1
2
of Denver as well as of the savims accounts earning 5/
U.S. League of Savings percent. They are looking for
Associations, is one of the the higher return offered by
lucky ones and he knows it. things like certificates of
"My personal (mortgage) deposit. The average cost of

interest that could be charged on mortgages and rates
have soared as lenders try to
dose the gap between what
they charge and what they
pay. "My daughter is about
to buy a house and it's going
to cost her 16% percent,"
Barnard said.
In addition to raising

By CAROL WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writer
PARADISE, Wash. (AP)
— When the 100-yard-wide
wall of ice snapped from the
glacier high atop Mount
Rainier, Larry St: Peter said
he and his fellow climbers
stood transfixed in awe for a
moment.
"All of a sudatithere was
a crack and a snap," St.
Peter said. "The thing I
remember vividly was
everybody just going,
`O000h,' kind of like they
were watching a Fourth of
July display."
Just as suddenly, however,
chunks of ice as big as
automobiles rained down on
the 29-member climbing party, burying 11 of them in an
avalanche of ice and snow
that roared across Ingraham
Glacier near Disappointment Cleaver shortly after
sunrise Sunday.
Searchers held out little
hope today for the survival
of any of the 10 climbers and
one guide. Mount Rainier
Park Ranger Larry Henderson said there was a slim
chance that the bodies could
be uncovered even if they
could be found.
Two teams with a total of
22 mountain rescue
volunteers, park rangers
and climbing guides left here
for Camp Muir at the 10,000foot level of the 14,410-foot
peak late Sunday. The

Murray, Ky.

i
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rates,lenders also are offering new types of mortgages
with names like adjustable
rate, rollover and graduated
payment. Buyers are looking
at new methods of financing
—at things like buy downs,
second mortgages and
wraparounds.
NEXT: Adjustable Lomas

JUNE SPECIALS
WATERBEDS — A BETTER
WAY TO SLEEP!!

$2695°
King or Queen Size
Ready to finish frame, pedestal,
safety liner, lap seam mattress, deck,
U.L. heater, fill-drain kit.
"TEXAS BASIC"

Little Hope Held Out
For Avalanche Victims

Southern States
Rt. 8 Industrial Rd.

money for the savings and
loan associations is just over
11 percent,according to Barnard.
A growing number of
depositors are taking their
money out of savings institutions completely. They
are putting it into moneymarket funds or government
securities. Richard Pickering, a statistical director for
the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, said about 30
percent of all federally insured savings and loan
associations lost money in
1980.
Federal regulators have
lifted limits on the amount of

:35950

search party spent the night Inc., said Jerald Lynch,
King Size Ant. Pine
at Camp Muir, a guide ser- president and co-owner of
vice camp, before leaving the private guide service.
Finished frame. Best mattress
for the icefall scene at The other- owner is famed
ft heater, safety liner, pedestal
mountain climber Lou Whitdaybreak today.
H.D. deck, hardware, fill-drain.
"The likelihood of being taker.
"CALIFORNIA SUNSHINE"
Three members had tired
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ONEIDA, Tenn. (AP) —
Ground has been broken for
construction of the 8230
million Big South Fork National River and Recreation
Area. The ceremony was
Saturday.
About 35 percent of the
project's area is in Kentucky's McCreary County.
The rest is in Tennesse.
The river-gorge portions of
the recreation area's 123,000
acres will be preserved as a
free-flowing stream, say officials. Ihexpland areas will
be developed for a variety of
outdoor activities, including
hunting, fishing, camping
and horseback riding.
U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers,
R-5th District, said he has
conferred with state officials
to try to get a higher priority
for Kentucky road projects
that would serve the area.
The first road targeted for
construction will allow access to the Leatherwood
Ford section of the river
near Oneida.
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Two Years Would Be Required To Replace Fired Controllers
CINCINNATI (AP) — It ecutive director of the Prowould take 244 years to fessional Air Traffic Conreplace air traffic con- trollers Organization.
trollers if they were fired for
Attorney F. Lee Bailey,
striking, says a past exwho helped start the

Sunday for a political fundraiser, Bailey said a strike
by air controllers quickly
could have the nation by the
"short hair." The walkout,
set for 7 a.m. EST today,
would be put off if "meaningful negotiations" were
under way, according to
Robert Poll, president of the
controllers' union.
That will have people
angry at (President) Ronald
Reagan within one week
responsibilities."
because of the disruption of
Major budget cuts also commerce," Bailey said.
have been made at the "Businesses will be hurt.
Department of Energy,
Haynes said.
"The biggest difference
(at the DOE) is likely to be
felt in the reinforcement of
the view the government
should be less involved in
developing an overall energy
strategy and there should be
less federal support for
things like synfuel plants,"
Haynes said.
organization in the late
1960s, said it would take as
long as 10 to 15 years to train
new controllers in Chicago
and New York.
Stopping in Cincinnati on

Administration Budget Cuts
May Slow Water Programs
BLOOMINGTON, Ind.
(AP) — The Reagan administration's budget cuts
may slow programs aimed
at setting standards for
clean water, an Indiana
University professor says.
-We have made headway
in the past in achieving
established water quality
goals and will continue to do
so in the future," Wayne F.
Echelberger Jr., an RI environmental engineer and
authority in waste water
management, said.
But
with the proposed reduction
in federal funding, it may
take us a little longer than
the target dates set by the
Clean Water Act."
The waste water treatment plant construction
grants program, which is the
largest federally funded
public works project in existence,is not included in the
proposed budget, says
Eschelberger.
However, he says $2.4
billion may be reinserted if
Congress accepts modifications of the Clean Water Act
proposed by the administration. The Clean Water Act
expires next year.
Meanwhile, another IU
professor says Reagan's
budget cuts won't eliminate
U.S. environmental programs. However, the cuts
will reflect a change in
perspective by the Reagan
administration.
Kingley Haynes, director
of IU's Center for Urban and
Regional Analysis, says the
proposed budget cuts are not

Boaters To
Converge For
Race, Parade
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Boaters from throughout the
state are expected to converge on Rough River State
Resort Park Saturday, June
27, for the second annual
Great Houseboat and
Cruiser Race and Parade.
As a way of observing the
approaching Fourth of July
holiday, entrants are likely
to decorate their boats with
red, white and blue bunting
before cruising past the
judges' viewing stand during
the parade. Also on top is a
race bringing together the
fastest boats to compete for
a set of elk antlers.
Further information may
be obtained by contacting
Rough River park at (502)
257-2311.

as deep as had been expected, particularly for environmental programs.
"There is, however, a
completely different view of
the role of the Environmental Protection Agency in
terms of enforcement procedures, decisions on regulations and things along that
line," Haynes said. "This
view is not so much reflected
in the budget as in the ways
in which the EPA will carry
out its administrative

Methodists Asked To
Support Formula Protest
INDIANAPOLLS (AP) —
The world's 10.1 million
Methodists have been asked
to support an international
protest over a Swiss company's marketing practices
of infant formula in
underdeveloped countries.
At least 27 United
Methodist regional units, ineluding an Indiana conference, have endorsed a
boycott of the Nestle Corp.,
an infant formula manufacturer, a church spokesman
said Sunday.
Methodist officials said
Nestle is the center of controversy because of its alleged promotional practices in
developing countries.
Church officials endorsed
a code by the World Health
Organization making recommendations about the promoting and advertising of infant formula. The code was
adopted at Geneva,
Switzerland, May 21.
The United States was the
only nation to vote against
the code, Which would make
recommendations in the
areas of baby formula promotion, advertising,
distribution of samples and
health care professions.
Meanwhile, a Methodist
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He kept the position until he
resigned in the mid-1970s. •
During his term, organization members staged a
series of brief "sick-outs" to
protest job conditions and
salaries. He appeared with
air controllers on television
shows, discussing the problems of job-related stress.
The, group claimed it
represented 7,500 of the nation's approximately 10,000
air controllers during
Bailey's tenure. Current
estimates place its size at
14,500 of 17,000.

an almost totally isolated
group," he said. "Nobody
understands them very well,
nobody makes an effort to
try. You tend to drive the
members more strongly
together.
When you have a short
career, you're silly if you
don't go for a substantial income. Sports figures do it,
they know they're not going
to play long."
Bailey was executive
director of the air controller
organization when it was
founded in New York in 1968.

task force calling on 9.6
million U.S. members and
nearly 500,000 Methodists
elsewhere has urged all congregations to study the code.
The group asked its
members to "seek to have it
(the code) enacted in appropriate national law."
The task force report urged that only those provisions
of the code that are "clearly
impracticable should be
modified in national implimentation or at the 1983
session of the World Health
Assembly (of WHO)."
The report also called the
infant formula code a
"pioneering venture in
cooperative problem solving," and applauded WHO's
plan to evaluate the code in
1963.
The task force filed the
report after two- days of
discussions with representatives from four infant formula
manufacturers:
Abbott-Ross Laboratories,
American Home Products
Corp., Bristol-Myers Co. and
Nestle.
The spokesman said the
task force met earlier this
year with critics of the formula industry and with
nutrition and medical
specialists.

post, said the building was
unoccupied at the time of the
fire on Saturday. It housed
the Division of Materiel
Management Center and its
basement was used as a
training area, he said.
Sgt. Linsey Harcrow and
civilians David Winburn and
Harry Hopkins received
head and back injuries when
a wall of the frame building
collapsed on them.
All three were reported in
stable condition Saturday at
the post hospital.
Fort Campbell officials
said the fire may have been
started by lightning. The
building was engulfed in
flames when the fire was
reported just before 8 a.m.,
Bates said.
Bates said military police
across the street from the
center said they heard
lightning hit nearby about
6:15 a.m. He said they checked out the area but found no
evidence of damage.
Col. Alex Johnston, who is
in charge of all buildings at
the post, said the fire apparently started in the
center of the building.
He said only a few records
were saved.
•
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Building Destroyed;
Three Injuried In
Fort Campbell Fire
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) —A fire at Fort Campthree
injured
bell
firefighters and destroyed
an office building, according
to post officials.
Maj. Larry Bates, public
information officer at the

are."
Air controllers are seeking
a new contra4 that offers an
immediate 00,000 annual
pay raise for controllers,
cost-of-living adjustments
and a reduction in the work
week to 32 hours from the
present 40. Their average
salaries now range from
$32,000 to $35,000.
Bailey said few air controllers are older than 45
because of the stress of the
job.
The problem with air
controllers is that they are

Radio Ihaelt
1. sit

There's a

Glenda Anderson Secretory

conventions canceled."
Air controllers work for
the Federal Aviation Administration and are prohibited by law from striking.
By walking off the job, controllers run the risk of being
fired, court action and imprisonment.
The threats make them
feel even more militant, according to Bailey.
"Almost all of these guys
are ex-military and very
patriotic," he said. "For
them to lay their jobs on the
line, that's how upset they

7_1
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Calloway Is Called Labor Surplus Area •FRANKFORT, Ky.
Fifty-seven Kentucky counties including Calloway
been
have
County
designated as labor surplus
areas by the U. S. Department of Labor, Department
for Human Resources officials announced today.
The classification, effective from June 1 throtigh
May 31, 1982, makes
employers located in the
designated areas eligible for
praference in bidding on
federal procurement contracts. according to Ed
Blackwell of Human
Resources' research and
statistics branch.
"This designation simply
means these areas are experiencing high rates of
toiemployment," Blackwell
Nal& The goal of making
the classification is to place
portion of the federal
a•ernment's procurement
lallars intaiireas where peoHie are in severe economic
wed and where unemploy.:ient is highest.''
The federal Labor Department makes the classifica-

tions annually, based on
each area's average
unemployment rate for the
previous two calendar years.
The 57 Kentucky counties
qualified for the designation
based on unemployment
rates from January 1979
through December 1980.
"By using this reference
period, it is possible to target
federal procurement contracts into areas experiencing unemployment that is
relatively long-term in
nature and due primarily to
workers lacking job skills
rather than due to economic
cycles," Blackwell noted.
To be included in the annual listing, an area must
have had an unemployment
rate • during the two-year
reference period that was 90
percent above the national
average rate for the same
period. The national average
unemployment rate for the
period was 6.6 percent. ''The
Labor Department used 7.9
percent, or 6,6 percent
multiplied by 1.20, to classify
labor surplus areas for this
year's listing," Blackwell

explained.
To be considered for
classification as a labor
surplus area, a jurisdiction
must have a population of at
least 50,000.
Eligibility requirements
for designation of an area as
labor surplus may be waived
if an increase in unemployment occurs that was not
reflected in the reference
period. "This can happen
due to natural disasters,
plant closings, contract
cancellations and other instances that would adversely
impact an area's employ-
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Area development
districts will play an important role in the allocation of
federal funds in Kentucky,
according to Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Mrs. Collins, speaking at
the Pennyrile Area Development District's annual
meeting last week, said that
ADDS have helped reduce
overlapping of governmental services.
"The area development
districts can play a constructive purpose in helping
state and local governments
get through these uncertain
times," she said.
"The concept of regional
planning is a sound one, and
now, as we face a potentially
difficult transistional period,

it is even more important
that cities and counties have
a mechanism whereby they
can share mutual concerns
and discuss possible solutions."
She said that with more
federal funds going .to state
government and local
governments in the form of
block grants, it will be
necessary for local and state
governments to plan more
carefully.
"ADDs must change, as
other levels of government
are changing," Mrs. Collins
said. "But at least for the
near future, they have a role
to play and we need to allow
them to carry out that
responsibility."
She said that because of
the Reagan administration

Bendable Bus Unveiled
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Louisville's first bendable
bus was unveiled Saturday
by Transit Authority of
River City.
The new buses have a flexible connection between
coaches that allows them to
turn corners more easily, according to Melanie Svec,

marketing director for
TARC.
Ms. Svec said the vehicles
carry 50 percent more
passengers but get the same
mileage as standard models.
TARC has bought 15 of them
and plain to assign them to
regular city routes in late
August,she said.

Council Okays Budget

III
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Montgomery and Morgan.
Also, Nelson, Owsley,
Perry, Powell, Pulaski,
Rockcastle,
Robertson,
Russell, Spencer, Todd,
Trimble, Washington,
-fielptbulf, Whitley and Wolfe.
More information on the
classifications of labor
surplus areas can be obtain-ed by contacting the U. S.
Department of Labor,
Employment and Training
Administration, Room 9304,
601 D. Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20213. The
telephone number is
(202)376-6263.

LANCASTER,Ky.(AP) —
In a special session last week
the Lancaster City Council
tentatively approved a
$752,927 budget for the new
fiscal year in a special session.
The budget will be given a
second reading next
Thursday, according to
Mayor Billy C. Moss. The
document has to be adopted

PONT GET TOO CLOSE!
YOU MIGHT STEP ON MY
EOLF SHOES OR 5MUC76E
.^,\Y WHITE TURTLENECK

and sent to Frankfort by July 1.
The new budget gives a 6
percent salary increase for
city employees next year.
Moss said the general fund
showed a deficit of $14,712 in
the new budget. He said the
council voted to budget
enough money out of anticipated revenue-sharing
funds to balance the general
fund.
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Queen Elizabeth

Development Districts To
Seminar Slated Aboard Ship
Have Key Role In Allocations

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
4 Fail guys
5 Russian river
9 Legal
matters
12 Male deer
13 Briar
14 Macaw
15 Regions
17 Fondling
19 Counted
calories
21 Poems
22 Skidded
24 Article
25 Dawn
goddess
26 Moccasin
27 Declare
29 Iron symbol
31 Perform
32 Call — a day
33 Three-toed
sloth
34 Cushion
35 Compass pt
36 Gratify
38 Inlet
39 — Angeles
40 Exist
41 Beginning of
an idea
42Bivalue
mollusk
44 Sends forth
46 Breathe
48 Abounds
51 Munch or
brunch
52 Accomplished
54 Break
suddenly
55 Worm
56 Pilaster
57 Sicilian
volcano

ment," Blackwell said.
Kentucky counties in additj,on to Calloway, designated
as labor surplus areas are
Bath, Bell, Boyd, Bracken,
Breathitt, Butler, Caldwell,
Callowoy, Carlisle;-. Carter,
Clay, Clinton, Crittenden,
Edmonson, Elliott, Estill,
Floyd, Fulton, Graves and
Grayson.
Also, Harlan, Hart,
Hickman, Jackson, Johnson,
Knott, Knox, Lawrence, Lee,
Leslie, Letcher, Lewis, Lincoln, Magoffin, Marion,
McCreary,
Marshall,
Menifee, Metcalfe, Monroe,

I WASHED
ALL THE
WINDOWS--

---IN MY DOLL HOUSE

Atd
=4%u

proposals, many federal progams"will have to be held in
check, cut back or abolished."
"I believe we all share the
goal of wanting to balance
the federal budget, wanting
to reduce inflation,stimulate
the economy and to return
decision-making back to the
state and to the local governments," Mrs. Collins said.
She said government can't
solve all problems and that
state and local officials must
be willing to change.

A program to improve production and leadership skills
by reducing tension,friction,
and errors, and increasing
job satisfaction is scheduled
Sept. 19-27 in New York City
and aboard the elaborate
cruise ship Queen Elizabeth
2. The tour group will be
departing on Saturday, Sept.
19, from Nashville on
American Airlines.
The purpose of "The
Leadership Seminar" is to
work toward gaining commitment and cooperation
from others. It is designated
for people who wish to
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1. Legal Notice

State Commerce Heads
Ask Industries What
They Can Do To Help
FRANKFORT — To Kentucky industries considering
expansion, state commerce
officials have a question:
Anything we can do to help?
The state Commerce
Cabinet and Associated Industries of Kentucky have
scheduled a conference in
Louisville to outline ways
state agencies can help industries and businesses that
wish to expand.
The event, the Conference
on Expansion of Existing Industries, is scheduled for
Tuesday, June 23, from 1:30
p.m. to '4•30 at Louisville's
.Hyatt Regency Hotel.
Hotel.
Commerce
Secretary
will
Bruce Lunsford
welcome conference guests,
and S. Rayburn Watkins,
president of Associated In-

Pulaski Fiscal
Court Adopts
Record Budget
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
The Pulaski County Fiscal
Court has adopted a record
$2,982,032 budget for the
fiscal year beginning.July 1,
according to county officials.
"We used every discretion
in allocating the funds, and
we hope everyone can live
within their means," said
Judge-Executive Jacob V.
Garner.
He described the budget as
being balanced and fair, but
"tight."
The budget includes
$605,000 for road building
and maintenance; $124,000
for the county ambulance
service and $180,000 for
countywide fire protection.

dustries, will also speak.
Eight
15-minute
workshops are scheduled addressing topics such as state
•
financing assistance for industry, vocational training
and export assistance. Joining commerce officials will
be representatives of the
bureaus of Vocational
Education, Environmental
Protection and Manpower
Services.
Lunsford said the conference will help underscore
the increased state emphasis
on helping industry and
business expand. Gov. John
Y. Brown. Jr has made
economic development the
top priority of his administration, he noted.
Lunsford pointed out that
the Commerce Cabinet's existing industry program,
which was dismantled in the
late '70s, has been revived.
Lunsford appointed former
tourign commissioner Tommy Kron to head the program. Kron and his staff
plan to visit some 1,000
businesses and industries
this year to explain available
state services for expanding
firms, Lunsford said.

Kentucky Man Killed
In Tennessee Crash

CELINA, Tenn.(AP) — A
Kentucky man was killed
Saturday in a motorcyclepickup truck collision near
Celina, said the Tennessee
Highway Patrol.
Troopers identified the
victim as Richard M. Willis,
19, of Burkesville. They say
Willis died when a pickup
truck pulled in front of his
YE5,AND I'D WRITE k
on Tennessee 53,
'TO YOU FROM WHEREVER motorcycle
seven miles north of Celina.
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. 1. Legal Notice

In accordance with an agriement between the
city of Murray and the Murray Credit Bureau, on
July 1, 1981, all 1980 mnpaid personal property
tax bills on file in the office of the city clerk will
be turned over to the Credit Bureau for collection. At the same time, all 1980 unpaid real
estate taxes will become a lien upon the property
and recorded in city of Murray lien book on file in
the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Original tax 'tills were mailed in August of 1980
and past due notices were mailed in November,
1980. Any undelivered bills or returned notices
are on file for reference. If you have unpaid
property taxes, payment should be made in the
office of the city clerk, city hall building, before
July 1, 1981.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

2. Notice

FRANKFORT,KY. — The
division of permits in the
state Department for
Natural Resources and EnProtection
vironmental
issued 164 mining permits
during May.
The numbers and types of
permits issued included 74
original permits, 51 revision
permits, 32 amendment permits, two repermits and five
succession permits.
Of the total issued, 111
were for surface mining
for
43
operations,
underground mining operations, eight for preparationplant facilities and refuse
areas and two for haul roads.
Permitting activities in
May authorized the disturbance of 4,023 new atres of
land and resulted in the collection of $212,690 in fees.

Husband Shoots Wife,
Self On Father's Day
LOS ANGELES(AP) — A
Father's Day family squabble on the way to church ended in a murder-suicide when
a 35-year-old - man fatally
shot his wife before the eyes
of ber three children, then
killed himself, authorities
said.
Mary Shelton, 30, was
walking to church with her
children from a previous
marriage, ages 6, 8, and 9,
according to Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Deputy
John Radeleff. Her husband
Chester was following her,
and the couple was arguing,

Murray State University.
Cheponis has been active in
many seminars in Personal
Dynamics. He has been a
faculty member at Murray
State for three years.
Information on the
seminar and the trip can be
obtained by contacting
Cheponis at (502 I 762-3821 or
Margarita Marsden at Far
Land's Travel Agency, Murray (502 753-4646. a

NOTICE
CITY OF MURRAY 1980
DELINQUENT PROPERTY.TAXES

Department Issues
164 Mining
Permits During May
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become more effective
leaders. Executives,
managers, employees,
supervisors,
pastors,
educators, and government
employees are only a few of
the individuals who could
benefit from this seminar.
The instructor for the program will be Dr. George
John Cheponis, counselor
and assistant professor of
rehabilitation services at

I

2.Notice

Complete framing I
in our frame shoppee

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/Hers
Matching Sets
All sixes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Carter Studio
300 Main

1
.
753 8798

Ap•
sod Furninre
nee:. We buy • seN - or
rode for 1 piece to whole
steles! SPECIAL for the
riming conning
ASON fruit jors, by the

HODGE & SON
205 S. 5th
753-4669

In addition to the regular
programs for ages 2-5. THE
APPLE TREE SCHOOL is
providing a supervised program for school age
children for the summer.
1503 Stadium View Dr
753-9356 days, 753-1566
evenings.
Permanent
Position
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.

Bible Facts. Free store to
the needy. 759-4600.
SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
41 Cal Magnum,
Model 57 Smith EL
gold
Wesson,
inlaid S395.00 with
presentation box
Gold & Silver
Pawn Shop
Olympic Shopping Co.
Open 9 a.m. io 8 p.m.

Olympic Plots
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

-What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333
Fast, dependable form
and truck tire service.
753-8500,
Call
Economy Tire & Service.

3. Card of Thanks
It is always sad to say
so-long, but sadder tor us
because our customers
have become family. We'd
like to say thank you: and
wish you well.
Phyllis and Valerie, Cherry
Corner, Country Kitchen.'

5. Lost & Found
Found, on Monday; young,
black, female Labrador
Retriever. Keniana, Pine
Bluff Shores area. 4362665.
Lost. Black female Cocker
Spaniel, on Hwy. 94 East.
Reward. 753-5693. Lost: White male Poodle.
wearing red collar and
black flea collar, named
Tuffy. Call 753-6041 or
753-9237

Plant Security

Radeleff said.
When they reached an
tersection,Shelton pulled our
a .32-caliber revolver, shot
his wife and then put the gun
to his head, the deputy said.
They were prthatinced dead
at the scene.
Although there were
numerous witnesses, no one
has been able to determine
wet the couple — who were
not separated — were arguing about, Radeleff said.
The children were released to the custody of aunt,
1141deleff said.

Immediate opening for Security
guard with a local manufacturing
co. Prefer candidate with some experience in security field. Must be
-willing to work off shift.. Excellent-benefits and pay package.
Contact Tony Meyer-at 901-6421120 or send resume to:
Empluee Relations Supervisor
Emerson Electric Company
P. 0. Box 610
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An equal opportunity employer
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6. Help Wanted
$180 per week part tile at
home. Webster, America's
foremost dictionary company needs home workers
to update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience
unnecessary . Call 1-716842-6000. Ext.5112.
WANTED; Groomer for pet
shop, salary open. Call 7538619 between 8:30em6:00pm, after 8 call 7591673.
Experienced plumber, factory flatrate. Action Personell. 753-6532.
Full time Mechanical Secretary and Receptionist. Send
resume to Box 1040-X.
.Office worker, typing ability
necessary. Send references
and qualifications to Box
148. Murray.
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
10. Business
Opportunity
$40,000 to $50,000 per
year. National company
looking for distributor in 16
Kentucky counties. Part
time or full time. 1-800238-9220.
12. Insurance
INSURANCE CO..

JIM FAIN;
'AGENT

13. For Sale
Or Trade

34. Houses For Rent
Yr of two-family: Two
bedroom, fully carpeted,
air-conditioned,
washerdryer, in Panorama
Shores, 12 miles from
Murray, $200 per month.
436-2879 evening, 7623824 day.
Four bedroom, 2 bath, one
block from University; and,
one bed. $150. 753-5791
or 759-1074.
Three bedroom house, 6th
and Sycamore, $225 per
month. Deposit and references required. 7538895.
Three bedroom house, 4
miles south, deposit and
referances required. Call
753-6753.

26.1V-Radio
23" Black and white t.v.,
Motorolla console, in top
condition, 5 years old. Best
reasonable offer: Call 7538598.
A new magnavox 25" color
TV for only $24.50 per
month. No down payment,
4 year warranty-parts and
labor. Clayton's, 753-7575.
27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10x55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
baths, furnished, central
heat and air. $4,950. Call
753-0528.
28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x60 Trailer. See Branden
Dill, Dill's Trailer Ct.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
Two bedroom all electric
mobile home, 2 miles east
of Murray. $150 per month,
$100 deposit. Call 7539829.
Two bedroom trailer, nice,
unfurnished, adults, references, security deposit,
no pets. About five minutes
irom University. Call 2472853 after 5.
29. Heating-Cooling
15,000 BTU Frigidare
air-conditioner, excellent
condition. 759-1335.
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
30. Business Rental

Withlii walking distooce to
grocery shopping and tic
Uotversity it Ws Oros
bedroom biome at
Weedlawn. Full lisaemeat
with tawdry mai aril
garage. Large let. Priced
far yertat$161,2611.111.

4Li V
t II .

7531651,

GROWING SPACE-Kids
outgrowing your present
house? Take a look at this
four bedroom beauty! 21
/
2
baths and a well-equipped
kitchen add extra attraction. Five acres of land let
kids run free and leave you
room for garden space. A
37. Livestock-Supplies large barn can keep sthem
busy for hours on rainy days
unless,
of course, you have
kWh.,
%idles,
flififeids,
other uses for it. For your
Detts, Nets, if It's looker
own peace and quiet, call
we can fix itll
Spann Realty and let us
IMPRRAY
show you this one! 753LEATHER
7724.
COMPANY
illicielned Shop. Ctr.
Open Dolly

&
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 7U-6126 or
Visitors
753-8467.
welcome.
38. Pets-Supplies
BOARDING. Large runs for
cats, indoor-outdoor runs
for dogs. Reasonable rates.
Also, AKC stud service for
minature Schnauzers, Pekingese, and Pomeraneans.
Puppies occasionally. 4354481. Lynn Grove.
AKC registered Boston
Terrier stud service. Good
marking and good confirmation. 759-1750.
AKC registered German
Shepherd' puppies, 28
champions
in
5
generations. Also, registered American Eskimo
Spitz puppies. 554-2153.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
Two AKC registered female
Dobermans for sale. Breeding age. One black, one
rust. Call 437-4975.
39. Poultry-Supplies
For sale: Ducks, geese, and
turkeys, cornish chickens,
and cornish chicken eggs.
Phone 489-2224.
40. Produce
Will sell green June apples.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call to reserve order.
489-2467.
41. Public Sale
Out of Business sale and
flea market: Call 753-9163
for space availability.
Cherry Corner, Country
Kitchen. 4 mites south on
121. Tuesday, 23th, 8 to
4pm only. Restaurant items
to be sold. See you there!
Yard sale: Friday and
Saturday, 19th and 20th;
Monday and Tuesday, 22nd
and 23rd; 8:00-5:00. Roll
away bed, quilts and tops,
flowers, and other things.
503 Elm St.
43. Real Estate

MINI
Warohoeso
Sterage Specs
For Root
753-47511

1972 Olds convertible,.
Delta 88, needs some body
work, $850. 753-6760.
14. Want To Buy
76,77, or 78 Datsun or Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
Toyota. 753-6760.
753-4109.
15. Articles For Sale
31. Want To Rent
Wanted: nice, furnished,
For Sale
one bedroom apartment for
WHEAT STRAW
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
753.8156 or
Fraser, 5931 Martin In.,
753.6401
Bartlesville, OK 74003.
32.
Apts. For Rent
Tobacco sticks,,in stock or
custom cut. 16t each. J.U. 4 room all electric apartKevil Center, South 10th ment, utilities furnished,
Street, Mayfield, 247-5346. $150 per month, $100
Used florescent fixtures deposit. Call 753-9829.
with 2 bulbs each,.$4.00 Apartments for rent, near
each. Call 1-354-8244.
downtown Murray. 7534109,
or 436-2844.
19. Farm
housing opportunity
Equal
Equipment
for those who qualify. Call
Super A Farmall tractor. Murray Manor Apartments,
Plow, cultivators, hair, 753-8668 from 9:00 to
mower, disc, and blade. 12:00, monday through
Good tires, new paint. Call Friday.
after 7, 901-587-6521.
Furnished apartment, water
20. Sports
and garbage pickup furEquipment nished. Call 753-1450.
20 piece tent set, 4 Furnished garage apartsleeping bags. 753-1597, ment near campus. Rent
reasonable. No pets. 1-527ask for Randy.
3531 or after 5pm 1-527The Pistol People: Invest in 1912.
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no 'Furnished efficiency apartregistration or red tape in ment, one or two bedroom.
Kentucky. Country Boy Also, sleeping room. ZimStore, 9 miles west of mer Apartments, S. 16th
Hopkinsville junction KY Street, 753-6609.
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday Newly decorated apartment
12-5,(502)885-5914.
for rent, two bedroom,
located
semi-furnished,
Musical
22.
near shopping centers. All
utilities paid except elecMusic WM!:Piano,
tricity. Gas heat. Deposit
Organ, Goiter, bugleand references required.
mrs or advanced.
Phone 753-8355; after
Chldron or'dolts.
5pm,437-4839.
CLAYTON'S
One and 3 bedroom
NOME
furnished
apartments adENTERTAINMENT
joining
M.S.U.
Call 753Center
3134.
bs753-7575
One bedroom furnished
5' 8" Baldwin Grand Piano, apartment, one block from
ebony finish, aproximately campus, $140, water fur15 years old. $4700. Call nished. No pets. Call 7531203.
437-4432.
Oneloom efficiency apartThroe repossessed
ment, $90. Located corner
of Olive and 16th, near
color TV's. Most ad
University. Call 753-4793.
for balsam or Nice
op monthly payments.
Two 2 bedroom duplbx
Remote control and
apartments. Open July 1,
good location, low utilities.
folly warranted.
759-4554 or 753-7522.
CLAYTON'S
NOME
Two bedroom duplex, full
ENTERTAINMENT
carpet, kitchen furnished,
ample closets, close to
ENTER
campus. Call 753-2792.
753.7575
Two bedroom furnished
Miscellaneous
apartment, one block from
ao to 200 Zoom lens, campus; -padill utilities
pentax mount. Call 753- . paid. 753-9341.
'9903 after 5pm.'
Two bedroom apartment,
furnished.
No pets. 753Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn 6876.
seasoned wood. Call 43e- 33. Rooms for Rent
2758.
g room- one block
Weed eater, XR50, gasoline, from MSU. $60 plus 110th
excellent condition. $100. of total utility bill. 753Call 753-4755 or 753-3849. 9341.

43. Real Estate

Appraisels - Compelling - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7534)894

4-BEDROOM, 2-BATH
BRICK RANCHER - No.
350 - 2 ACRES WL On
asphalt road, g mile to
store, 2 miles to lake. Home
offers kitchen with range,
refrigerator. 14x17 living
room, 14123 family room,
central heat and air, insulation, well water, hardwood
floors, attached double
garage. 11 crystal
chandeliers stay. 24x40
building with kti basement
suitable for shop, store,
house. Rolling lot has maple
shade, room for garden.
$69,900 price. Owner fin. ncmg.

Strout Realty
101.1. KENNON. Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Muway, Kentucky 42071

Call 753-0186 ianyttiss ,

3 BR home at 113 N
9th St. Gas heat,
range
and
refrigerator, carpet.
Good economical
home or investment.
Well located.
Super location!
Business lot 175x189
on N. 12th Street.
Zoned B4. Call for
details.

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-1146
304 N. 12th Si,
Morroy, Ky. 42071
A. ReavesSnAw

Simply Lovely! This home is
thoughtfully planned and
beautifully decorated in
neutral colors. Charming
front-to-back Great room
features brick wall with
raised fireplace, built-in
firebox and T.V. compartment; formal dining room;
dream kitchen with pantry,
built-in desk and breakfast
area...Sliding doors lead to
enclosed screened patio.
There are 4 bedrooms and
21
/
2 baths in this 2 story
home. Owner will consider
financing to qualified
purchaser. You may see by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
Three bedroom brick
1
2
home, located 3/
miss west of Murray.
On 10 acres, with a
stock beading. Owner
to
will finance
qualified buyer.
153-9898
•
RIM ESTATE
MANAGEMENT
& PROPERTY

Passim a Thurman
laseraace it
Real Estate
Seviitskie Court S.
//array, Kentucky
753-4451

1

12x65 Grand Deluxe Mobile
home, two bedroom, two
full baths, with central gas
heat, appliances, wood
deck. Excellent condition.
Located at 215 Rivera
Courts, near shopping and
school. Underpinned with
Sears best. Owner will consider financing for qualified
purchaser. Call Spann Realty Associates for your showing. 753-7724.

-

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
- price, $15,0W-Ffonchise business for
sole, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sole,
$8,000.
Shred&
weidrep

n
"
.
"
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

INFLATION
FIGHTER
This 4 bedroom
home, offers convenient location, comfortable living and
affordable price.
First time on market
at $19,500.
FTVE MINUTES
FROM CITY!!
This is a real buy - 3
B.R., 2 bath, B.V.
home, entry hall
great- --toeill Wi
fireplace, centre
heat and air,carport
A lot of quality, ide
room arrangeme
for family living.
This house is pri
to BO at845.000.00.

R•al Estate
peas Jul Caesar 7110-17SY_

M.
•

a

43. Real Estate

-

48. Auto. Services
KEY
ANTS PARTS

2
iiika

SISS. 4diSt.,

753-1222
110111eS FOR 11. I%

COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measure 65'x282'
on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATELY OLDER
RESIDENCE
2-Story
brick
residence op large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of)2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
syste, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
This Makes House Sense!
For the active family who
wants a really functional
home, here's an opportunity to own this three
/
2 bath home. It
bedroom, 11
has a large den with
fireplace, covereq deck and
fenced backyard. This home
has an assumable VA loan.
For more information, call
753-1492‘...Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
T
41
.0juicau
753-1222
mimes FOR Milk,
I=Mik..MMO
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Property at 500 N.
4th Street formerly
known as Shirley's
Florist. Consists of
several buildings
plus approximately
10,000 square feet of
greenhouse area. Lot
is approximately one
good
acre. A
business and investment opportunity for
$72,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty, for real service in
Real Estate.
CABIN IN THE
WOODS
One of the newest
forms of home construction today is
also one of the oldest.
See why thousands of
home buyers are turning to the comfort
and economy of log
homes. Located only
minutes from town
and features three
bedrooms,two baths,
fully equipped kitchen and great room.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for
full-time Real Estate
Service.
46. Homes For Sale
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility.
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
House for sale, by owner,
directions to house given on
phone only. Call 489-2874.
Three bedroom house.
kitchen, utility room, living
room, garage, two-very good
outbuildings, large lot
located in Hazel. $24,000.
Call 492-8126 after 7pm or
498-856Tany time.
Two bedroom house 3 Tiles
east of Murray. Storage
building, barn, pasture, and
garden spot. Owner will
finance with $2,500 down.
Call 753-8830 day, 7531463 day or night.
47. Motorcycles
1972 Hondai_ excellent
condition. Luggage -rack and crash bar. Call 7591985 after 4:00.
1979 Harley Davidson
Sportster, low mileage.
436-5356.
1980 Yamaha Exciter, 250
cc, 280 miles, excellent
condition. From 7-5pm, call
753-9411.

lisorsiy, Kaminsky

Batteries, fires,
whoa cowers, Date
accessories. 24 hour
WAD,. Also. templet* Rae of used
mote parts.
753-5500

a

Used Cars
1973 Ford LTD Broughm,
power brakes, steering,
windows, excellent condition. Call after 4 PM,
759-4830.
1974 Plymouth Duster,
automatic, air-conditioned,
6 cylinder. $1300. 7591672.
1975 Ford LTD Landau, all
power, stereo, 5 like-new
radial tires, nice car,
$1950.00. Call 1-354-6217.
1978 Mustang Gm
32,000 actual Wks.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

1976 AMC Hornet Wagon.
Automatic, air. cruise
control, one owner. $1850.
10-9341.
1976 MG Midget. caii
753-8056.
1978 Mazada GLC, 5 speed,
44,000 miles. Excellent
running condition, needs
minor body work. $2,600.
Call 492-8975.
1979 Cougar XR-7, many
extras, must see to appreciate. Call 767-2451 after
5pm.
50. Used Trucks
1958 Chevy step-in van.
1964 Chevrolet camper
bus. 753-4867.
1971 Scout 4-wheel drive,
6 cylinder, 3 speed, good
gas mileage. Call 589-2266.
1973 Commando Jeep. Call
afterl 247-2853.
1975 Bronco, call 4374125
1977 Chevrolet van, has
power steering and brakes,
radio, air-conditioner,
cruise control. Good gas
mileage, sharp, $2800.
1974 Chevrolet 34 ton
pickup, mechanicallly good,
rough body, $900. Call
753-9400.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CAS,
AND TRUCKS available,
many sell under $200. Call
(312) 742-1143 extension
2641 for information on
how to purchase.
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks. Available thru
government Agencies. Many
sell under $200. Call 312742-1143, Ext. 2641 for in
to. on how to purchase.
52. Boats and Motors
14' Aluminum fishing boat
with 6 HP Evenrude motor
trailer and 2 oars, $500.
Call 436-2253.

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered
141
/
2' runabout, 50 Ht.
Johnson, tilt and trim,
electric start, many extras,
trailer included. Perfect
condition, $1000. Call
759-1252
15' HowelL Craft, 115
Johnson motor. Call 4365356
15' Howell Craft, 115
Johnson motor. Call 4365356
18' Winner I/0, tri-hull,
walk-through windshield.
120 hp, 1666 Ryan Ave.
1979 Mark Twain 16.4'
inboardoutboard 140 Merc
cruiser; ski equipment
included. Al condition. like
new. If interested, call after
4pm, 502-247-7026.
28' Marinette cruiser.
Family has grown and going
to larger boat, and anxious
to sell. Now asking
$12,500. Call 618-7340185.
For sale, 17' Pleasure Boat160 H.P., 10, Chevy 6
engine. 8 passenger. Great
ski boat. May be seen at
305 N. 4th, Murray.
For sale, 14' Alum Fishing
Boat- 94 Eventude and
Moody tilt trailer. $500 for
boat and motor, $175 for
trailer. May be seen at
1200 E. Dogwood Dr..
Murray.
Stainless steel propeller,
21" pitch, perfect condition, $100. 759-1252.

K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
iiemp, Jr. 435-4319,
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873 Jack
Glover
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs. underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios
Free
Call 753-6973
estimates! No lob too
small,

53.Ser
-inces Offered

I

:port car and her,,e
torso repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 1.2tti St.
753-51165

Fence saleat Sears nu,.
Call Sear's: 753 2310 roi
free estimate for you
needs
Painting and paper hang
ing. 25 years experient.,..
Free estimates all woio
guaranted. 759-1305
Professional paperhangingi
painting, farm building-,
top, sides Commercial or
residential Call Tremor.
Farris, 759-1987
Sanitation Service to all
Calloway County Week!,
pickup service, reasonable
monthly rates Speci;Y ,
Senior Citizens rate Call r
& D Sanitation Servict,
436-2562 after 5 pm

All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting.
roofing, and concrete_ All
Aluminum Service. Co
work done to satisfaction.
aluminum
and vinyl
753-9822.
siding. custom trim
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
work References. Cal!
Whirlpool,
Kenmore,
Will Ed Bailey. 753Westinghouse. Experienced,
0689
independent service Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872. ' •
Asphalt driveways and T & D. Lawn Service
parking lots sealed by Mowing. trimming. free
Sears For free estimates estimates. Call 436-2997
call 753-2310.
Warning' Don't .read
Big Joe's Small Engine unless you're in need ol
Repair, 808 Coldwater roofing, carpentry, or elec
Road, 753-8834. Chain trical work. New or repair
saws, lawn mowers, and All guaranteed Call lc*
53. Services Offered tillers. All makes. Andy 75379226 for free estimate
Bill's Upholstery. We give Elkins mechanic. Also have Will clean up cars and do
your car, boat or furniture a used mowers for sale.
minor body work Ca:
new look!, Located behind Concrete and block, brick 753-9131 753-2981 oi
Dairy Queen. Call work. Basements, drive- come by 641 Shell Station
753-8085.
ways, storm cellars, por- Will do babysitting in my
AAA CUSTOM MADE ches. 20 years experience. home Call 753-0857
CABINETS, bookcases, 753-5476.
Will do light hauling of any
music senters, etc.
kind.
Call 753-5857.
trees?
your
work
on
Need
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Topping, pruning, shaping, Will haul driveway white
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING complete removal and rock and Ag lime, also have
or vinyl siding and trim. more. Call BOYER'S TREE any type of brown or white
Aluminum trim for brick SERVICE for professional pea gravel Also do backhoe
houses. Jack Glover, 753- tree care. 753-8536
work. Call Roger Hudsor
1873.
753-4545 or 753-6763
COLDWATER LAWN & Guttering by Sears, Sears Will mow yards,
15 year,
SHOP. continuous gutters installed
GARDEN
experience. Call 753-6564.
your
specifications.
Call
per
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly Sears 753-2310 for free Will sharpen hand saws anc
skill saws. 753-4656.
repaired. Pickup and estimate.
delivery available. 489- Heating, refrigeration, and
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
electrical repair. Bob's 55. Feed And Seed
Service, Soybean seed Germination
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. Refrigeration
Hazel,
KY.
498-8370
or 92%, Purity 98.6, Bir
carpen15 years experience
Yeargin. 901-247-3333
try, concrete, plumbing, 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
roofing, siding. things If you are having a problem
- Free Column
around the home. Free getting those small lobs or 56.
estimates! No job too small. repairs around the house or Free, two adorable 2 month
Call days 474-2359, 474- mobile home done reasona- old kittens. an orange
2276 evenings.
bly in these hard times, call striped male and a gray
us! Carpentry. painting, striped female. litter
Air-conditioning and com- plumbing, and small con- trained. Call 753-4783 after
plete appliance service, crete jobs. Free estimates. 5pm on weekdays, any time
759-1322.
on weekends.
436-2562.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center
call 753-1537.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ROOFING
sont-e.A Shingles
References. All work
g aaaaa 1••d.
Fr••
intimates.
Cell 731-111511 sr
7

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
HUTCHING
SALES
Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Sales 8 Service
In This Area
• Day 753-6068
Night
436-2367

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Police
911

CHIMNEY OERRrs Aluminum
DOCTOR
Service
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair

it

Night
492-8983
Day
753.4150

loyd A. McClure

WHOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
111100OWORKING

*CUSTOM BIM FORNITIPIti
•CIISTRIA BINLT MINN
CARNETS

753-5940

Co.
Aluminem and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
7c1-0689.

1212 MAIN

MOBILE

T&D

GENERAL

HOME

Landscaping

HOME

REPAIR

Let Professionals
monicero your lean.
wad
tvanstorcial
Residential landscaping and lawn
neeintenence. Mowing, Prating lad
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

Install', fie _dews!, unimpieties,rssfh,,
sting deers & whidews,
as Wild perches & posies.
Me leh tee mi. Free
estimsteelI

COLSON
CONSTRUCTION
753-6973

436-2333

REPAIR

Quality Service
--Company
Heating end hr Conditioning Soles; Soles
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal A Service
Departments

7S3-9290

I S years experience; carpentry, concrete, plumbing,
reefing, siding, -*Mgt
wound the hem. No job
tel small Free estisontasll

COLSON
CONSTRUCTION
474:2359
Days
474-2276
11181d1
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Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Rowland

Final Rites Held
For 'Jim' Burton

uneral services for
Harry S. Rowland of Almo
Route 1 are being held today
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dean
Woodard officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ronnie and Terry Edwards,
Tony and Mark Thomas,
Jerry Maupin, and Bobby
Lockhart, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Rowland, 93, died
Saturday at 7:40 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Bettie
Allen Rowland, died Oct. 8,
1974, and a daughter, Mrs.
Lucille Valentine, died in
1943.
He was a retired carpenter
and a member of the Bethel
United Methodist Church.
Born April 16, 1888, in
Calloway County, he was the
.on of the late Lemuel
Washington Lee Rowland
And Mary Tiny Apperson
Rowland.
Survivors include three
liughters — Mrs. Luvean
Maupin and Mrs. Chester
Thomas, Alrno Route 1, and
Mrs. Pearline Edwards,
,Paducah: two sisters, Mrs,
Kenton Woodall and Mrs.
Ralph Evans, Almo Route 1;
one brother, Edgar
Rowland, Murray; 16 grandchildren: 37 great grandchildren; eight great great
grandchildren.

Rites On Sunday
For Bert Taylor

Services for James R.
I Jim) Burton of Hazel,Route
2 were held Saturday M 2:30
p.m. at thF chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Joe Hal
Starks, Jimmy Alton, Bob
W. Miller, Hardiman Miller,
Bill Ed Hendon, and John E.
Williams. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Burton, 67, died
Thursday at 7:35 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
His wife, Louise, died Dec.
31, 1979.
He is survived by one
brother, John Burton, Hazel
Route 2; half sister, Mrs. Ola
McIntosh, Hazel; mother-inlaw, Mrs. Vesta Sykes,
Puryear Nursing Home;
several nieces and nephews.

Nat Ryan Hughes'
Rites Held Sunday
The funeral for Nat Ryan
Hughes, Murray attorney,
was held Sunday at 3 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Dr.
Walter Mischke, Jr., officiating.,
Active pallbearers were
Dr. Louis Charles Ryan, Jay
Gregory, Holmes Ellis,
Frank Ryan, Mark Blankenship, and George Weaks.
Honorary pallbearers were
members of the Calloway
County Bar Association.
Entombment was in the
Murray Mausoleum with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Hughes, 74, died Friday afternoon at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Imogene Hughes, 1203
Crestwood Place, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Hugh
Gray Massey, and one
granddaughter, Kelly
Massey, 1547 Oxford, Murray.
w
Warden

Final rites for Bert Taylor,
Hazel, were held Sunday at 3
onn. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Dr.
Paul Blankenship and the
Rev. James Garland officiating. Music was by the
church choir.
Active pallbearers were
Elisha Taylor, Huel West,
Bill Brown, Bub Myrers,
Carmon Morton, Ronnie
Jackson, Marvin
Lassiter'''.
and Wildie Cooper.
Honorary pallbearers were
Ellis.Ross Paschall, Hugh
Houston, Frank Doran, Tom
The funeral for Warden A.
Scruggs, Randall Patterson,
Perkins of 1301 Adams CirBob Latimer, Aubrey Jones,
cle, Mayfield, was held SunHall McCuiston, and Paul
day at 2:30 p.m. at the
Dailey.
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Burial was in the church
Home, Mayfield, with the
cemetery with the arRev. Tom Bridges ofrangements by the Miller
ficiating.
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Burial was in the North
Mr. Taylor, 79, died FriMount Zion Cemetery in
day at 10:30 a.m. at the
Graves County.
Murray-Calloway County
Mr. Perkins, 80, died FriHospital. He would have
day at 8:58 p.m. at his home.
completed service for 50
He was a retired farmer and
years as a director at the
was preceded in death by
Dees Bank of Hazel at the
one daughter, Mrs. Wilma
end of 1981.
Hopkins.
Survivors are his wife,
Mr. Perkins is survived by
Mrs. Lerlene Hill Taylor,
his wife, Mrs. Tina Perkins;
Hazel; two stepsons, Keith
two sons, Larry D. Perkins,
Hill. Corpus Christi, Texas,
Dexter Route 1, and James
and Ricky Hill, Memphis,
Keith Perkins, Mayfield;
Tenn.; three grandchildren,
three daughters — Mrs.
Jay. Scott, and Lance Hill;
Adell Upton, Mayfield Route
mother-in-law, Mrs. Norton
8, Mrs. Addis Barclay,
Foster. Hazel.
Mayfield Route 4, and Mrs.
Dolores Jean Arington,
Wickliffe Route 2.
Also surviving are two
edera I-State Market News Service
June 22. 1981
sisters, Mrs. Alice Bugg,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Mayfield Route 4, and Mrs.
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Art. 1326 Est. GOO Barrows & Piccola Carter, Detroit,
illts 75-1 00 higher Sows 2.00-2.50
Mich.; four brothers — Achigher
US 1-2200-230
. $51.75-52.00 ton Perkins, Mayfield Route
US 2 210-250 lbs
$51.25-51 75
Lafayette Perkins,
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
$50.25-51 25 6,
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Mayfield Route 2, Arnold
Sows
US 1-2 270-3.50 I bs
$42 00-43 00 Perkins, Mayfield, and T. Z.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$42 0044 00 Perkins, St. Louis, Mo.; 14
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
$44 00-4700
$47 00-4800 grandchildren; 12 great
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
US 2-3 300500 lbs
$41 00-4200 grandchildren.

A. Perkins
Dies; Was Father
Of'Dexter Resident

Hog Market

Boars 36 00-37 00

•e„,,';',Ik

"Continttpus Farry1y Serowe Since 1886"

95 Years Of Service
J.H. Churchill,' Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson.
Tommy Walker hove provided a total of 95 years of
-family service. This allows the 1.-H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Tommy Weller-Owoor

753-2411

Mrs. Ola Kendall
Dies; Services
Being Held Today

Willie Gore Dies
At His Home With
Funeral Today

Mrs. Ola Miller Kendall of
Murray Route 5 died gaturday at 6:05 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Ve was 85 years of
age.
Born Jan. 19, 1896, in
Graves County, she was the
daughter of the late Jam%
Miller and Mattie Lee Kendall Miller.
Mrs. Kendall is survived
by three daughters — Mrs.
Lloyd ( Margaret)Sills, Murray Route 8, Mrs. Richard L.
( Martha Alice) Dowdy, Murray Route 5, Mrs. Donald
Katherine Louise) Anderson, Payson, Ariz.; two sons,
David Lee Kendall, Sandoval,Ill.,and Fred Kendall,
Minneapolis, Minn.; step
son, Carl Kendall, Indianapolis,Ind.
Also surviving are two
brothers, M. F. Miller,
Mayfield Route 6, and Merritt Miller, Texas; 23 grandchildren; several great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
Earnest Cox officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Johnny and Richard Dowdy,
Jaines Sills, and Gene,
Royce, and Willie Kendall,
all grandsons. Burial will
follow in the Spence Chapel
Cemetery in Graves County.

Willie Gore died Friday at
1:30 p.m. at his home on
Murray Route 2. He was 65
years of dge.
The deceased was born
March 9, 1916, and was the
son of the late Thomas Gore
and Annie Ethel Blagg Gore.
Mr.Gore is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Robbie Gore; one
son, Donad Gore, Rialto,
Cal.; four sisters — Mrs.
Irene Bennett, Almo, Mrs.
Verna McKendree and Mrs.
Lola Mae Lents, Hardin, and
Mrs. Myrtle Holt, Benton;
one brother, Aubrey Gore,
Hardin; two grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. James
Hale and 0. D. McKendree
officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.

Mrs. Goheen Dies
Today With Funeral
To Be On Wednesday

Mrs. Mary Farmer
Dies At Home With
Funeral On Sunday
Mrs. Mary Farmer of 808
Olive Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 7:45 a.m. at her
home. She was 81 years of
age and the wife of Pete
Farmer who died Oct. 8,
1968.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and had
served for many years as
organist for the Murray
Rotary Club. Born March 16,
1900, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Neuma Reid
Waters and Mary Frances
I.as-siter Waters.
Mrs. Farmer is survived
by one daughter, Mrs.
Frances Lee Neale, and two
grandchildren, Bruce and
Susan Neale, Madison, Ala.;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were
held Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr., officiating, Ann Doran
as soloist, and Bea Farrell as
organist.
Active pallbearers were
Nicky Ryan, Dan Boaz,
Mansfield Farmer, Buddy
Farmer, Ronnie Watson,
and Robert Glin Jeffrey.
Honorary pallbearers were
Hub Dunn, Bryan Neale,
Lynn Lassiter, John
Lassiter, Max B. Hurt, Bob
Dunn, Joe Dick,and John Irvan.
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.

Mrs. Zitell Goheen of Murray Route 7, Lynn Grove
Road, died today at 10 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 75
years of age.
A retired school teacher,
she was the widow of Lester
Goheen. She was a member
of the Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church and had
served as chairman of the
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club until
her illness the past club
year. Born Jan. 6, 1906, in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Cora
Lockhart and Ada Mae Morton Lockhart.
Mrs. Goheen is survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Irene
Story, Murray, and Mrs.
Orna Jones, Paducah; one
brother, Carl Lockhart, Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
NEW YORK(AP) — Mark
funeral home after 4 p.m. David Chapman pleaded
Tuesday.
guilty today to the murder
last December of ex-Beatle
John Lennon.
Chapman changed his plea
to guilty during a session
A helicopter tour of the with Acting Justice Dennis
flooded areas of west Ken- Edwards in Manhattan
tucky by energy and Supreme Court.
After scores of spectators
agriculture secretary
William Sturgill has been and reporters were
postponed, Frankfort of- shepherded into the room,
Edwards made the anficials said this morning.
The tour, along with nouncement.
several press conferences "The defendant, Mark
also scheduled, will be David Chapman, has exerrescheduled for later in the cised his right to withdraw
his not guilty plea, to plead
week.
guilty to the charge of
murder in the second
degree. That plea has been
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — USDA — accepted by the court," EdCattle 1600; slaughter steers 2.00-2.50 wards said.
higher; heifers 75 higher; calves and , The judge
set sentencing
bulls 1.00-2.00 higher; slaughter calves
and vealers weak; feeders poorly for Aug. 24. Chapman faces a
tested;
maximum of 25 years to life
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 900.1125
lb 81.5049.90; mixed good and choice in prison and a minimum of
2-3 950-1310 lb 63.0046.50; 2-3 960-1425 15 years to life.
lb 56.5143.00;
Assistant District AtSlaughter heifers choice 2-4 715475
lb 63.0045.80; 800-950 lb 61.75-62.00; torney Allen Sullivan told the
mixed good and choice 2-3185-900 lb court that Chapman "in
58.0843.00; good 2-3 850-1000 lb 54.00withdrawing his plea of not
59.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 guilty or not responsible has
43.50-47.50; utility 1-3 45.00-47.50; high ...
in some detail expressed a
dressing 48.0043.75; cutter 1-2 43.00knowing, intelligent and
4650,
Slaughter bulls 1060-1216 lb 58.00- voluntary waiver of his right
61.00; 1-3 150-1630 lb 54.5048.75; No. 2
to trial."
53.00-54.50;
Chapmat's -lawyrer
Slaughter calves and veiders choice
175-300 lb vealers 74.011-77.00; good Jonathan Marks, said that
65.00-74.00; choice 300410 lb calves
57.0041.00; good 5.0048.00; feeder Chapman had pleaded guilty
steers 200-290 lb 110.50.71.50; 396-666 lb against his advice. Marks,
67.1049.75; INS lb 00.25; 390400 lb
while acknowledging his
511.0045.00; 515-56 lb 58.0043.26; holstein@ 45480 lb 50.11146.110;446-1045 lb client -had shot and killed
50.0641.80; bailers 510486 lb SEW Lennon, had said he would
59.25; 1-2310110 lb 16.0048.15; 35410
seek to prove he was not
1b416.7546.10;
Hogs ICI; barrows and gilts 75-1.5 sane when the act occurred.
higher; 1-2 1011405 lb 52.4042.16; 220Chapman was accused of..
265 lb 51.9042.49; 2-3 106-210 lb 51.00.
51.90; 1115410 lb 50.0011.10; 300.320 lb shooting lAsmon at point40.1049.011; sows 1.110-1.30 higher; 1-2 blank rapge Dec. 8 as
the
330400 lb 42.3043.58; 400-480 lb 43.50musician and his wife, Yoko
44.50; 4011011 lb 442446.10; 500405 It
45.0045.71; boors over X4 lb 42.75
Ono, returned to their flat at
44.10; under 2/10lb 20.5041.99;
the
luxury Dakota apartSheep; metested.

Cameras In Courtroom Option
Success In Hands Of Media
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, jy. (AP) — One
persistent themiemerged Saturday
during a seminar on cameras in the
courtroom: It's up to the media to
make the new option work.
"The ball is now in your hands,"
State Supreme Court Chief Justice
John Palmore told a gathering of
more than 30 broadcast and print
media reporters and representatives.
"Luck to you."
The Supreme Court recently allowed use of cameras in state courtrooms, beginning July land with certain guidelines.
Individual judges can decide
whether to permit television, camera
and tape recorder coverage. Several
cities already have conducted experimental trials under those conditions.
C. Thomas Hardin, photography
director of the Louisville CourierJournal, said the new rule "is an opportunity for us to put our foot in our
mouths" and that the first abuse or
mistake will be cited by opponents as
proof of failure.

Ron Boone, news director of radio
station WLEL, Elizabethtown, said
this is "a case of where we all sink or
swim together."
John Ray, news director of TV station WLEX, Lexington, said, "We're
on trial and we have to prove we're
responsible enough to make (this)
work."
Palmore, who favors cameras in
courtrooms, said "there is a great
deal of suspicion (of it) by judges and
lawyers. ..some of it phony, maybe
most of it sincere."
He said that opponents cite all kinds
of logical arguments, but that he
believes they have "a natural distaste
for this thing and try to come up with
reasons."
"The guys who don't want cameras
in the courtroom would just as soon
not have the press, either," Palmore
said.
One goal that camera coverage
might accomplish,he said,is to let the
public know that the judiciary is not
filled with "strutting jackasses."
Frank Haddad,a Louisville defense
attorney, said the camera rule will
pave the way for judges, prosecutors
and defense lawyers to "play to the

Ayatollah Dismisses Bani-Sadr
The broadcast said the victims were members of the
two leading leftist guerrilla
groups in Khomeini's revolution against the late shah,
the Mujahedeen IChalq and
the Fedayeen Khalq.
Official figures issued in
Tehran said 30 people were
killed and about 300 were injured in the street fighting
Saturday in the capital as
the Majlis, Iran's Parliament, began its debate on a
motion declaring the country's first elected president
incompetent.
More street battles were
reported Sunday in Tehran
and seven other cities when
the Mails, dominated by
Bani-Sadr's fundamentalist
clerical foes, declared the
French-educated leader of
the moderate and leftist factions in the revolution incompetent and called on
Khomeini, the supreme
leader of the revolutionary
regime, to remove him from
office.
Spectators packing the
Majlis' galleries shouted
"Death to Bani-Sadr!" when
the vote was announced —
177 in favor, one against and
one abstention. Eleven other
members did not vote, and 27
apparently were absent.
The identity of the only
member to vote against the

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
— Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini Iran's revolutionary
patriarch, today dismissed
fugitive Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, the
official Pais news agency
reported.
The 81-year-old Khomeini
announced the firing one day
the
after
Moslem
fundamentalist-dominated
Parliament declared BarnSadr, Iran's first elected
president, incompetent to
stay in office and called on
Khomeini to remove him.
"Imam Khomeini, the
leader of the revolution and
founder of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, this morning ratified the measure
taken by the Majlis (Parliament) and dismissed
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr from
the presidency," Pars
reported.
Tehran Radio said 23 of
Bani-Sadr's supporters, at
least three of them women,
went to their deaths before
firing squads Sunday. The
government radio said they
were
"counterrevolutionaries" implicated
in bloody fighting in Tehran
Saturday between the president's supporters and those
of the Moslem fundamentalists leading the successful
crusade to depose him.

impeachment resolution was
not announced.
Ayatollah All Quddosi, the
state prosecutor, issued a
public summons over
Tehran Radio saying, "All
the heroic people of Iran are
asked to arrest (Bani-Sadr)
wherever they see him and
hand him over to the security committees or the Islamic
revolutionary guards."
The president was last
seen Tuesday, according to
authorities in Tehran.
Rumors circulated that he
had escaped from the country, but one source said he
was still in Tehran and was
moving from one hideout to
another.
An official at the prosecutor's office reported by
telephone that Bani-Sadr's
36-year-old wife, Azra, her

Sturgill's Copter
Tour Postponed

Judge To Decide
On Ralston
Purina Negotiations
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—A
federal judge expects to
decide in a few days whether
Ralston Purina Co. will be
permitted to negotiate outof-court settlements with
property owners and
businesses affected by the
Feb. 13 explosions in
Louisville's sewers.

1978 Pontiac Grand Prix
Li - blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth interior, power
steering, power breaks, air conditioning, tilt wheel,
cruise control, AM/FM stereo; wire hub caps. 46xxx
miles.

ment after a late-night getting an autograph from
the man he soon would kill.
recording session.
Jury selection was
Chapman allegedly had scheduled to begin today, but
stalked Lennon for several for several weeks there had
days, hanging around the been hints Chapman planned
building and, at one point, to thwart a trial.

Dwain Taylor thevrolet inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

ENIX
COME IN AND COMPARE!
INTERIOR
BEAUTYREST

VS.
THE RES'T.

There's only one way to fully
appreciate the difference
between Beautyrest and the
rest. Come in and compare.

Livestock Market

01

niece and the president's
brother-in-law were arrested
and questioned about their
part in the street clashes
Saturday. They were released Sunday morning, Tehran
Radio said.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Chapman Pleads Guilty To
Lennon's December Murder

1.1111m.

cameras" with an eye toward elections or furthering careers.
He said that because most coverage
will be presented on TV for only a few
minutes, jurors who watch may give
undue importance to the short
segments,resulting almost invariably
in bias against defendants.
Fayette Circuit Judge Olga Peers
said the public should learn as much
about the judicial as about the executive and legislative branches, and
that its lack of understanding has
bred hostility toward the courts.
"My concern is that the jurors . . .
should not be unduly exposed to
harassment," she said.
Meade, who said he is neutral on the
issue, agreed with Palmore that "an
awful lot of judges don't trust the
media people" and would just as soon
bar them from the courtrooms.
"We're kidding ourselves if we say
(cameras) will educate the public,"
he said, citing abbreviated coverage
and the concern that some judges will
"play to the public" to project a tough
image.
"Don't push it too strong too fast if
you're allowed in the courtroom," he
advised his audience.
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Only Simmons makes
the exclusive individually
re*.
wrapped coils you find in Beautyvist. Each coil is free to move up and
down separately to give every part of your
body firm, comfortable support.
In fact, the coils in Beautyrest may give you firm
support in places other mattresses may not even reach.
So,come in and get the inside story on Beautyrest today.
You'll
quickly discover that there's just no fes1 like Beautyrest. Only
by Simmons.
PRICES START AT $169.95 EACH

NTERI RS

BEAUT
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THE FIST

10th 8, Chestnut
PkiURRAY, Ky. 753-1474

